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ABSTRACT 
To examine the relationships between self-concept and 
food- and nutrition-related behavior, information was c 
collected from 153 single women ages 18-35. Participants 
were contacted through their places of employment and 
represented a variety of occupations. Each participant had 
an educational level between a high school diploma and a 
four-year college degree. 
Participants completed a questionnaire requesting 
information about demographic facts, attitudes toward self, 
attitudes toward the importance of food and nutrition, 
nutrition knowledge, and health habits. Each participant 
also completed a three-day food record. Factor analysis of 
the attitudes toward self, attitudes toward the importanc� 
of food and nutrition, and health habits variables yielded 
14 meaningful factors. These factors and nutrition 
knowledge were evaluated for relationships with.food 
selection and nutrient intake. 
Participants consumed <75% of the Reconunended Dietary 
Allowances (RDA) for energy, calcium, and iron and >125% of 
the RDA for protein. Snacks were the source of about 17% of 
calories. Mean score on the 25-point nutrition knowledge 
test was 14.8 + 3.6. 
Scores on one of the factors, Super Person (leader, 
self-confident, and aggressive) were negatively correlated 
with 5 of the 15 dietary components studied. Scores on Your 
iv 
Own Thing also were negatively correlated with several 
dietary components. Scores on the self-perception of a 
Traditional orientation to life factor (help others and work 
hard) and the self-perception of being Careful in other 
health areas factor were postively related to dietary 
patterns. Scores on the attitude that Nutrition Is 
Important factor and nutrition knowledge also were 
positively related to food consumption and nutrient intake. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
To understand people's selection of food and to 
encourage their choice of nutritious foods, nutrition 
researchers and nutrition educators have studied 
characteristics that are related to food selection. The 
relationships of nutrition-related knowledge and food and 
nutrition attitudes to food selection have been reported for 
various populations and under various conditions (1-3). 
Age, gender, race/ethnic group, socioeconomic status, and 
household size (4-6) also have been examined to evaluate 
their relationships to food selection. Another 
characteristic, self-concept (the perception of oneself), 
influences all that a person thinks and does (7). 
Therefore, self-concept may be related to food selection. 
Self-concept has been found to be positively related to diet 
quality in young married women (8); however, self-esteem has 
been found to be unrelated to diet quality of the elderly 
(9). The relationships among self-concept and attitudes 
toward food and nutrition, nutrition knowledge, and behavior 
related to food selection need to be researched concurrently 
in a single population. Because young adult women are a 
nutritionally vulnerable group, this is a critical group for 
examination of these relationships. In addition, this age 
group has received little attention in the literature with 
the exception of studies of college students and pregnant 
women. Therefore, the primary objective of this study was 
to examine the relationships of self-concept, attitudes 
toward food and nutrition, nutrition knowledge, and health 
habits to food selection and nutrient intake in employed 
young adult women. 
Conceptual Framework 
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Attitudes toward food and nutrition, knowledge of food 
and nutrition, and food consumption patterns have been found 
to be related, with stronger relationships between attitudes 
and knowledge (2) and attitudes and practice than between 
knowledge and food:related behavior (3). Healthful habits 
in one area have been found to be related to healthful 
nabits in another area of life (10) . Because self-concept 
influences all areas of life (7), its relationships to 
attitudes toward food and nutrition, nutrition knowledge, 
health habits, and food selection justify examination. 
Behavior is controlled by beliefs (11) and/or related 
habits (10). Because self-concept, attitudes toward food 
and nutrition, and nutrition knowledge are beliefs, and 
health habits are behaviors related to food selection, it is 
hypothesized that self-concept, attitudes toward food and 
nutrition, knowledge about food and nutrition, and health 
habits are all interrelated and that they all influence food 
selection and nutrient intake (Figure 1). 
I Self-Concept 
Food and 
Nutrition 
Attitudes 
'� Food and Nutrition 
l Knowledge 
X X 
Health 
� Habits 
I �
Food Nutrient 
Selectio�n
--
��, Intake 
Figure 1. Relationship of cognitive and behavioral 
variables in food selection. 
Definition of Terms 
The following are terms and their definitions as used 
in this study: 
1. Self-concept is the perception of one's own 
attributes, including self-image (personality traits) , 
personal orientation (outlook on life), and perceived body 
size . 
2. Food and nutrition attitudes are emotionally based 
dispositions toward the importance of selecting foods for 
consumption that contain substances that the body needs. 
3. Food and nutrition knowledge is information about 
the relationships of nutrition to health, food-related 
behavior, properties of foods, and the process of resolving 
food- and nutrition-related concerns (12). 
4. Health habits are consistent behaviors related to 
care of one's body. 
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5. Food selection is the choice of items that provide 
nourishment to the body. 
6. Nutrient intake is the consumption of substances 
found in the food selected for consumption that are used by 
the body for energy, growth, and maintenance. 
Assumptions 
Assumptions necessary for this study were: 
1. Good nutritional status is a positive aspect of 
one's life. 
2. Adults have a basic self-concept that is stable 
over time. 
3. ·rhe process of recording food consumed does not 
substantially alter food consumption. 
4. Food consumed on three days of recording is 
representative of the usual food consumption. 
4 
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CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Many factors in a person's lifestyle and general 
attitude toward life may influence the choice of foods and, 
consequently, the nutrients available to the body. This 
literature review is an examination of theories and research 
related to lifestyle and attitudes as they affect food 
selection and nutrient intake. 
Self-Concept 
General Attitudes Toward Self 
A person may possess many attitudes toward self. One 
group of attitudes, self-concept, has been defined as "the 
individual who is known to himself" (13, p. 1) . Self­
concept includes attributes that the person perceives 
herself/himself to possess as well as the perception of 
other's responses toward self (14) . It includes, as 
presented by James (15) , a person•s position in the social 
structure and, as expressed by Mead (16) , how one sees 
oneself as a social object. This general area of social 
status, sometimes called self-esteem (17) , is just one facet 
of self-concept. Also included in self-concept are self­
perceived attributes of physical appearance, personality 
features, moral characteristics, and general attitude toward 
life (18) . Although self-concept is changeable over time 
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and varies with the situation (1 9-21) , each person has a 
stable core of attitudes toward self that limits all of that 
person's perceptions, intentions, thoughts, and actions (7, 
22) . Thus, if a person's perceptions, intentions, thoughts, 
and actions are directed and limited by attitudes toward 
self, then food selection and action may be directed and 
limited by attitudes toward self. 
Attitudes Toward Body Size 
The relationship of attitudes toward the body and how 
these attitudes affect general attitudes toward the self 
varies with the relative importance placed on body image as 
a component of the total image of self (23, 24) . Obesity 
also has been found to be related to a number o·f social 
variables (25) , including low social status and membership 
in families that have been in the United States only a short 
period of time (26) . In these subgroups of society, obesity 
may be considered the norm and, therefore, may be a positive 
factor in self-acceptance as a member of that segment of 
society. 
In studies of adults, obese subjects have had more 
depression, anxiety, and impulsiveness than the nonobese 
(27) and described themselves as more nervous than the 
nonobese (28) . When obese adolescent girls were compared 
with nonobese adolescent girls, the obese perceived 
situations in a more passive manner than did the nonobese 
(2 9) .  
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Several researchers found that, although of normal 
weight, many junior high, high school, and college girls 
were dissatisfied with their size and wished to lose weight 
(30-34). It also was reported that perceived weight was 
higher for dieters than for nondieters (35). Although ideal 
weight and actual weight were in agreement for normal 
subjects (36), both obese and anorexic individuals were 
found to have distorted body images (37-40). 
Attitudes Toward Self and Body Size as They Are Related 
to Food Selection 
Attitudes toward food and the eating environment have 
been researched extensively, but attitude toward the self as 
it is related to food consumption has not been as thoroughly 
researched. Food faddists have been reported to have more 
rigid personalities than those who are not food faddists 
(41). Also, flexibility in attitude and personality has 
been found to be an important characteristic in predicting 
nutrition-related behavior (42). 
There are conflicting results from several studies 
in which relationships between personality factors and food­
and nutrition-related behavior have been examined. 
Depression, loneliness, inunaturity, and anxiety had an 
overall negative effect on the nutritional quality of food 
intake as evaluated by three-day food records of female 
conununity leaders (43). However, eccentric food-related 
behavior did not necessarily result in a decreased 
nutritional status, as evaluated by anthropometric measures 
and blood levels of six nutrients, unless this behavior was 
associated with a negative mental state. In another study 
(44), girls with good quality diets were compared to girls 
with poor quality diets. No differences were found between 
the groups when compared on the personality traits of self­
esteem, social recognition, and energy level. Self-esteem 
has been found to have no effect on diet quality of the 
elderly (9). Conversely, one of these same researchers 
found that young adult women with a positive self-concept 
had better quality diets than those with a less positive 
self-concept (8). Personal values and lifestyle also are 
related to food habits, as adults with similar lifestyles 
and values have similar peverage consumption patterns (45). 
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Although there have been many studies focused on body 
size, there have been relatively few studies in which the 
relationship of body size and food habits has been studied 
in a normal population. ·rn a study of normal and obese 
adolescent girls, obese adolescent girls perceived 
themselves to eat greater quantities and to eat more 
frequently than their peers; however, their actual food 
consumption was similar and the area of difference was their 
degree of activity (29). 
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Food and Nutrition Attitudes and Knowledge 
Researchers have indicated that positive attitudes 
toward an object relate favorably to knowledge about that 
object (46) . However, researchers in nutrition have not 
found the relationship between attitudes and knowledge to be 
consistent. 
Students have been the subjects of many studies. 
Results of one descriptive study indicate that high school 
girls, although they had a greater interest about weight 
control than had boys, had less knowledge in the areas of 
weight control and energy sources (47). 
Although studies of a descriptive nature are 
informative, studies that are based on an experimental 
design yield information about change in the area of food 
and nutrition attitudes and knowledge. Attitudes toward 
food and nutrition were unaffected by high school classroom 
nutrition units (48, 4 9) ,  although nutrition knowledge was 
improved by this form of education (50). In contrast to 
this, nutrition education improved nutrition knowledge and 
nutrition attitudes of elementary students (51, 52). 
Teachers, as well as students, have been studied. A 
preparatory course for teachers before they taught nutrition 
improved both teachers' and students' nutrition knowledge 
(52). Teachers' nutritional knowledge has been found to be 
related to changes in students' nutritional knowledge (53), 
and secondary teachers who included food and nutrition 
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content in their classes had higher nutrition knowledge and 
more favorable attitudes toward teaching nutrition than 
those who did not teach food or nutrition (54, 55). 
Studies concerning food and nutrition knowledge and 
attitudes and their effect on food- and nutrition-related 
behavior have not been limited to the classroom. In studies 
with elderly subjects, researchers have reported that 
practices were more related to food and nutrition attitudes 
than to age (56) and that there was a positive correlation 
between nutrition knowledge and the attitude that nutrition 
is important (2). Food-related attitudes differed between 
food cooperative shoppers and supermarket shoppers and 
between vegetarians and nonvegetarians (57, 58). Nutrition 
knowledge was no different for food cooperative.and 
supermarket shoppers, but vegetarians scored higher in 
nutrition knowledge than nonvegetarians (58, 59). 
Young adults have been subjects for many food and 
nutrition attitude and knowledge studies. The importance of 
nutrition has been rated low by young married couples (60) 
and negatively related to the purchase of convenience foods 
(61). However, attitude toward the importance of nutrition 
was positively related to attendance at prenatal classes 
(62). Although the mother's attitude toward nutrition has 
been found not to be related to the diet of their preschool 
age children, nutrition knowledge was related to the quality 
of the children's diet (63), and application of nutrition 
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knowledge has been found to differ with the ages of the 
children in the family (64). Young people's food 
preferences have been found to be more related to subculture 
than to parents' preferences (65) , but the correlation 
between children's and parents' food preferences was found 
to be greater than what could be attributed to culture (66) . 
Other studies have found little relationship between 
nutrition knowledge and food- and nutrition-related 
behavior. Consistent with the Schwartz model (3) , which 
shows relationships between nutrition knowledge and 
attitudes toward food and nutrition and between attitudes 
and practices but not between knowledge and practices, 
nutrition attitudes of parents were found to be more highly 
related to food purchasing practices than was nutrition 
knowledge (67) . Nutrition knowledge and attitudes of female 
athletes were related, but neither was related to dietary 
intake (68) . 
Demographic characteristics also have been related to 
food and nutrition attitudes and knowledge. Women in 
homemaker clubs were able to differentiate between food 
facts and fallacies better than were low income women or 4-H 
youth (69). Adults' attitudes toward food have differed 
with race and religion (70) , but nutrition knowledge was 
unrelated to age and educational level in university 
employed men (71). 
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Health Habits 
Although good nutritional intake may be considered a 
health habit, the relationships of nutrition to other health 
habits or the relationships between health habits and self­
concept have been investigated in relatively few studies. 
For the self-consistent person, if one is socially conscious 
and concerned about quality of life, one will reflect this 
concern in one's lifestyle. Belloc and Breslow (10) found 
that people who follow good practices of health (adequate 
sleep, regular meals and physical activity, moderate alcohol 
consumption, and abstinence from cigarettes) had better 
health (freedom from disability, absence of chronic 
conditions or symptoms, and a high energy level) than those 
who followed only some of the practices. 
Health habits that are consistent with the self-concept 
have been demonstrated in non-food-related areas of consumer 
behavior. Becoming a nonsmoker requires a change in the 
self-image (72) . If the new self is perceived as a 
nonsmoker, the person will be a nonsmoker to align 
himself/herself with the new self-perception. 
Being self-actualizing has been found to be related to 
observed purchase of phosphate-free detergent, to reported 
past purchase of phosphate-free detergent, and to reported 
purchase of lead-free gasoline. In spite of the higher cost 
of lead-free gasoline and clothes that may be less than 
completely white and bright because of the nonphosphate 
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detergent, the self-actualizing person purchased these 
products, an action that was consistent with personal values 
( 7 3) • 
Young Adults' Food Selection and Nutrient Intake 
Young adulthood is a time of transition. One of the 
transitions of young adults is the development of 
responsibility for their own food selection. 
College students on prepaid meal plans, which would 
constitute a limited responsibility for food selection, had 
better nutrient intakes but skipped more meals than those 
not on meal plans (74). Breakfast was the meal most often 
skipped by college students in other studies (75, 76) . 
Snacking has been reported to be part of the young person's 
lifestyle (77, 78) ,  and for this age group, the snack may be 
the meal, not an extra (32) . Young adults have been found 
to consume fewer desserts and more low-calorie beverages 
than those of other ages (5) . Also, young adults consume 
less bread and cereal and less milk than those in other age 
groups ( 5). 
Another food habit of the young adult is the habit of 
"eating out. '' One-fourth of the food dollar of the young 
adult is spent on food away from home (79). 
Family situation and gender also influence food 
choices. Spouses have more influence on food selection than 
do parents or friends, and husbands have more influence than 
do wives (80) . Males also consume greater quantities of 
food than do females (81) . 
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Nutrients in the diets of young adults also have been 
analyzed . Iron is the nutrient most frequently reported to 
be lacking in the diet (81-84) , particularly in women's 
diets. Calcium also is low in women's diets (81) , primarily 
because of lower milk consumption than in the diets of 
males, and protein intake is high for both men and women. 
Educational Needs 
One reason for assessing food selection and nutrient 
intake is to facilitate better food selection and nutrient 
intake. Although it frequently is assumed that the American 
public lacks nutrition knowledge (85) , knowledge does not 
guarantee appropriate action. As pointed out by Schwartz 
(3) , there often is not a significant relationship between 
nutrition knowledge and practice. Moreover, behavior is not 
always consistent with attitudes (86). Additional work 
needs to be done to reach individuals at their present stage 
of knowledge, attitudes, and behavior and to teach for 
transfer of the information from the cognitive area to 
action (87, 88). Although people with a low status in life 
may not be motivated to have an improved lifestyle (8 9) , it 
has been pointed out that persons with low self-esteem are 
more readily influenced by persuasive communication than are 
those not suffering from feelings of personal inadequacy 
(90) . Also, those with low levels of knowledge are more 
susceptible to persuasive communication and to 
misinterpretation of information than those with a higher 
level of knowledge (91) . 
Instruments for Measurement of Variables 
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Few studies have been done in which the relationships 
of self-concept to food- and nutrition-related behavior have 
been examined. Examples of self-concept indexes that have 
been used in nutrition research are Gough and Heilbrum' s 
Adjective Check List, as used by Schafer (8) ;  Sherwood's 
Self-Concept Inventory, as used by Schafer and Keith (9) ; 
self-rating of self-esteem, social recognition, and energy 
level as done by Macdonald, Wearring, and Mease (44) ;  and 
the Rehfisch test as used by Jalso, Burns, and Rivers (41) 
to evaluate rigidity. 
Other sources of measures of self-concept include 
references devoted entirely to assessment inventories. 
Bonjean, Hill, and McLemore (92) listed examples of self­
concept inventories, and Bures (93-100) listed examples and 
gave some information on what area of the self is assessed. 
Evaluations were included for some of the self-inventories. 
Robinson and Shaver (101, 10 2) have printed assessment 
inventories with evaluative information, and Wylie (13, 103) 
and Diggory (104) have presented examples and evaluations of 
these examples. 
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Indexes with items appropriate to assess self-concept 
in young adult women include those of Kinch, Falk, and 
Anderson (105) ; Turner (10 6) ; and Turner and Schutte (107) . 
Berger's Self-Acceptance Scale; Hunt, Snyder, and Cobb's 
Scale of Low Self-Esteem; Rosenberg's Self-Esteem Scale; and 
Sherwood's Inventory of Self-Concept (101) all have aspects 
that could be useful for a questionnaire to evaluate self­
concept. Recency of development of the test so that 
questions will be pertinent to current trends and 
appropriateness of the questions for the participants of the 
study need to be considered in selection of a self-index. 
Illustrations of body size have been found to be 
effective in assessing a person's perceived weight. The 
diagrams used by Storz (33) and Storz and Green (34) or 
those used by Crisp and Kalucy (38) would be appropriate for 
this purpose. 
Two lifestyle questionnaires are the Lifestyle 
Assessment Questionnaire (108) and Health Style--A Self Test 
(109) . Both of these questionnaires assess information 
appropriate to relate lifestyle to food selection. The 
Lifestyle Assessment Questionnaire is designed for a college 
student population. Health Style--A Self Test is broad in 
scope and is designed for an adult population. 
Assessment of nutrition knowledge frequently is done by 
use of objective tests. True-false (3, 50, 110) , true-false 
and multiple choice (2, 54, 111, 112) , multiple choice 
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(12, 51, 52, 55) , and indication of degree of certainty in 
addition to response (53, 113) have been used. Each of 
these tests contain items appropriate for ascertaining 
nutrition knowledge for the purpose of relating that 
information to self-concept. Recency of development of the 
test so that items reflect current knowledge, accuracy of 
the items, appropriateness of the subject matter, and 
difficulty level for the intended audience are factors to 
consider in selection of a test. 
Although much work has been done on developing 
instruments to measure nutrition-related attitudes (114), 
the quality of attitude-measuring instruments needs to be 
improved (115) . If nutrition education is going to deal 
with both attitudes and knowledge, then the attitudes to be 
changed must be defined (116, 117) . Establishing 
reliability and validity for tests is an important aspect of 
attitude measurement (118-121) . Evaluation instruments for 
attitudes toward nutrition and food include those by Carruth 
and Anderson (118) and Lohr and Carruth (119) , and those by 
Grotkowski and Sims (2) , Rosander and Sims (12 2) , and Sims 
(123, 124) . In selection of an instrument to assess 
attitudes, an instrument that is specific to the attitudes 
to be assessed needs to be selected. 
Although there are many methods available for assessing 
dietary intake (125, 126) , a food record provides relatively 
accurate information (127, 128). It requires less 
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researcher time than multiple 24-hour dietary recalls and is 
more adaptable to nutrient analysis than is the diet 
history. A three-day record is considered a minimum time 
for reliable individual dietary data. Records kept for 
three nonconsecutive days, including one weekend day, have 
been found to be best for evaluation, as eating patterns are 
different on weekends than on weekdays (129-132). 
Instruments must be selected for accuracy of assessment 
of the parameters under study and for appropriateness to the 
participants of the study. The quality of the research is, 
at least in part, dependent on the quality of the 
instruments used. With the use of appropriate instruments 
and assessment of multiple variables, a better understanding 
of influences on people's food selection may be obtained. 
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CHAPTER III 
METHODS 
This study was designed to examine the relationships of 
attitudes toward self, attitudes toward the importance of 
food and nutrition, nutrition knowledge, and health habits 
to food selection and nutrient intake. It was hypothesized 
that: 1. attitudes toward self are positively related to 
food selection and nutrient intake; 2. attitudes toward the 
importance of food and nutrition are positively related to 
food selection and nutrient intake; 3. nutrition knowledge 
is positively related to food selection and nutrient intake; 
and 4. health habits are positively related to food 
selection and nutrient intake. 
Design and Sample 
The University of Tennessee Agricultural Experiment 
Station provided funding for this study, which was part of a 
larger study on factors influencing eating patterns of 
adolescents and young adults in East Tennessee; therefore, 
the study was limited to residents of East Tennessee. 
Constraints on gender, age, living situation, education, and 
hours of employment limited the variability of these 
characteristics, which might influence the food consumption 
patterns of the participants of the study. 
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Because adult females consume less food than adult 
males, their nutrient intake may be less adequate than that 
of adult males. Therefore, because adult males and females 
differ in food habits and nutrient intake and because 
intakes of females often are less adequate, the study was 
limited to women. 
To evaluate the influence of attitudes toward self on 
food selectio�, it was advantageous to have physically 
mature participants because they generally have a more 
stable self-concept than individuals who are developing 
physically. Thus, young adults, an age group that is 
physically mature but still forming life patterns, was the 
population selected. For the purpose of this study, young 
adults included those ages 18 through 35. 
Because the husband may have a strong influence on food 
selection, only single women, or those not living with their 
husbands, were included in the sample. Presence of children 
in the home also was assessed but not used as a criterion 
for sample selection or rejection. 
To achieve homogeneity, the range of educational levels 
of the sample also was limited. Only participants who had a 
high school or general equivalency diploma but did not have 
a baccalaureate degree were included. 
By using only participants who were employed more than 
halftime, variability in employment status was limited. 
Also, the use of participants who were single and employed 
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at least halftime provided a situation where food 
consumption likely would not be greatly limited by a lack of 
adequate money. 
To avoid bias in attitudes toward self that might be 
present if the participants were contacted through various 
social situations, employment site was chosen as the source 
of original contact. The researcher contacted 28 places of 
employment, representing a variety of occupations. Ten 
places of employment (Appendix A) provided names and work 
addresses or telephone numbers of possible participants. 
Instrument Development 
A 92-item questionnaire and three-day food record form 
were developed, using items from previous studies as well as 
items new to this study (Appendix B) . General demographic 
information was obtained for the purpose of identifying 
individuals for inclusion in the study and for description 
of the participants of the study. 
Attitudes toward self were evaluated in three areas: 
self-image, personal orientation, and perceived body size. 
Kinch, Falk, and Anderson's (105) 12-item Self-Image 
Inventory, which has recorded reliabilities ranging from . 34 
to . 8 9, was used to evaluate self-image. This inventory was 
developed specifically to measure self-image and has been 
used extensively for that purpose. Turner's (106) Route to 
Self-Discovery and responses to Turner and Schutte' s (107) 
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True-Self Method were used to evaluate personal orientation . 
The combination of these two evaluative methods from the 
same author provided a broader range of information than 
would either one if used alone . Perceived body size was 
ascertained by the participants' answers to three questions: 
one concerning their perceived body size from a selection of 
line-drawings from Storz and Greene (34) , which were 
developed for use with a female population of average weight 
range, and two items related to weight that were specific to 
this study . 
Attitudes toward the importance of food and nutrition 
were evaluated by use of the ten questions included in the 
attitude factor "Nutrition is Important" from Sims (_124) . 
This scale, which has recorded reliabilities ranging 
from . 76 to . 84 (2, 124) , is specific for the purpose of 
measuring the attitude of importance of food and nutrition. 
Nutrition knowledge was determined by use of the 25 
knowledge items common to the adult forms of the 
Comprehensive Assessment of Nutrition Knowledge, Attitudes, 
and Practices (12) . This test, which has a recorded 
reliability of . 82, was developed to assess a range of 
nutritional information deemed appropriate for adults . 
Health habits were ascertained by the use of 11 questions 
adapted from Health Style--A Self Test (10 9) and four 
questions specific to this study . These 15 questions 
assessed a broad range of health habit information . 
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Food selection was determined by use of a three-day 
food record form developed by Salvetti (133). Young women 
were asked to record food consumption for a Tuesday, 
Thursday, and Saturday. Additional questions pertaining to 
usual consumption of specific food items were included in 
the questionnaire. 
After The University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Committee 
on Research Participation approved the project, a pilot 
study of 21 participants was conducted. Based on the 
evaluation of the young women's answers, response choices 
for the question about other adults in the living situation 
(number 87) were reworded. Response choices in the 
knowledge section were put in alphabetical or numerical 
order prior to the printing of the final form of the survey 
instrument. 
Data Collection 
Data were collected over a period of 9 months: August, 
1984, to April, 1985. The researcher personally visited all 
prospective participants, each of whom, either as an 
individual or as a member of a group of not greater than 
three, took part in a discussion that included an 
examination of the survey instrument, a brief description of 
each section, and directions for recording dietary data. 
The researcher informed prospective participants that 
participation was voluntary and that although their employer 
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had provided their names and work place information, the 
employer would have no knowledge as to actual participation 
in the study nor a report of any data collected for the 
study. 
If the prospective participant agreed to take part in 
the study, the survey instrument was left with her. The 
researcher returned one week later to pick up the completed 
form. At that time, the researcher examined the completed 
instrument for unanswered questions and incomplete dietary 
data and requested participants complete missing 
information. 
Completed questionnaires were confidential. If a 
participant desired a copy of her nutrient intake, expressed · 
as a percent of the Recommended Dietary Allowances (RDA) 
(134), she signed her name to the dietary portion of the 
survey, and the analysis was mailed to her. Each 
participant was assigned a code number, and the names of 
participants who requested diet analyses were removed from 
the survey forms at the time of coding. 
Data Analysis 
Frequency distribution of participants' demographic 
characteristics and dietary behavior were tabulated, using 
the Statistical Analysis System (SAS) (135) FREQ procedure 
to provide descriptive data about the participants. 
Responses to the survey questions were grouped into scales 
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by use of factor analysis and the scale scores compared with 
the food consumption and nutrient intake data. 
Correct responses to the nutrition knowledge portion of 
the survey were surmned to provide a nutrition knowledge 
score. Because the knowledge test had been developed to 
cover a breadth of food and nutrition topics at a depth 
deemed by nutrition and education professionals to be 
appropriate for an adult population, the entire 25-question 
knowledge test was used to develop a knowledge score. 
Some of the other scales used as sources of survey 
questions had the possibility of having strongly related 
questions. Therefore, rather than analyzing the data with 
the existing scales, new scales were developed using factor 
analysis. Answers to questions on attitudes toward self, 
attitudes toward the importance of food and nutrition, and 
health habits were included in the factor analysis. 
Preliminary analysis, using the Statistical Package for the 
Social Sciences (SPSS) (136) Factor PAl, SPSS Factor Image, 
and SAS (137) Factor ML procedures provided information for 
the required number of factors and variables common to 
factors determined by different methods. SAS (137) Factor 
PRINIT, with Varimax rotation, which is a procedure that 
provides iterated principal factor analysis with orthogonal 
rotation, was used to produce the factors used in the 
analysis of this study. Factor scores then were used to 
evaluate relationships of attitude toward self, attitude 
toward the importance of food and nutrition, and health 
habits to food selection and nutrient intake. 
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Validity of the factor scales was established by the 
factor analysis. Content validity of the nutrition 
knowledge test had been established previously with the test 
covering a range of participants at a level appropriate for 
adults (12). 
Kuder-Richardson 21' (138) was used to determine 
reliability for the knowledge test. The coefficient of 
generalizability (139) was used for determining the 
reliability of the factors. Reliabilities of the knowledge 
test and the factors are listed in Table 1. Reliabilities 
of the original scales (140, 141) are listed in Appendix c. 
Food selection and nutrient intakes were derived from 
the three-day food records. Three-day food records have 
been established as a relatively accurate source of dietary 
information (127-132). Food selection included the type of 
food and the meal pattern. Initially, 20 categories were 
used for types of food (Appendix D) (81). Subsequently, 
data from the 20 food c�tegories were collapsed into four 
food groups. Meal patterns were analyzed by time of food 
consumption and calories consumed at each time. An eating 
occasion between 6:00 and 10:00 a. m. that consisted of a 
food or calorie-containing beverage was classified as 
breakfast. If more than one such eating occasion occurred, 
�he one with the greatest number of foods was classified as 
Table 1. Reliability of K:iowledge Test and Factors Used 
for Young Women.a 
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Number of 
Items Reliability 
b 
Test 
Nutrition knowledge 
Factor 
C 
·a 
b 
C 
1-Super Person 
2-Body Size 
3-Nice Person 
·4-Worry About Nutrition 
5-Nutrition is Important 
6-Seat Belts 
7-Your Own Thing 
8-Don't Use Salt 
9-Caring About Others 
10-Stress Management 
11-Relax 
12-Traditional 
13-Careful 
14-Time Management 
N = 153. 
K-R21': l-.8M (K-M). 
n 
n-1 
1-1 
A • 
K ( 0'
2
) 
25 .63 
Number of items 
> .40 primary 
loading 
4 . 66 
4 . 60 
4 • 57 
4 • 57 
4 .53 
2 . 53 
3 .36 
2 • 3 6 
2 . 32 
2 • 26 
2 • 26 
2 • 25 
2 .22 
2 .10 
K = number of variables 
M = mean of test 
cr = standard deviation 
n = number of variables 
A =  eigenvalue 
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breakfast . Similarily ,  the largest calorie-containing 
eating occasion between 1 1 : 0 0 a . m .  and 2 : 3 0 p . m .  was 
classified as lunch , and the largest calorie-containing 
eating occasion between 3 : 3 0 p . m .  and 1 0 : 0 0 p . m .  was 
classified as the evening meal . All other eating occasions 
were classified as snacks ( 1 4 2 ) . 
Nutrient intakes were calculated from the three-day 
food records using the USDA Nutrition Data Base , Standard 
Reference , Release 5 Tape ( 1 4 3 ) . This tape has the data 
from revised Handbook 8 ,  sections 1 - 1 2  ( Appendix E ) . For 
foods not included in the revised data base , data from the 
earlier versions of Handbook 8 ( 1 4 4 ) were included on the 
tape . 
Intakes were analyzed for consumption of energy , 
protein , fat , carbohydrate , dietary fiber , calcium , iron , 
magnesium , phosphorus , potassium , sodium , zinc , copper , 
manganese , vitamin A ,  alpha tocopherol , ascorbic acid , 
thiamin , ribof lavin , niacin , pantothenic acid , B
6
, folacin , 
B
1 2
, and cholesterol . Data also were expressed on a per 
1 , 0 0 0  calorie basis , which provided nutrient density 
information . 
Nutrient intake comparisons were done on the basis  of 
the RDA ( 1 3 4 ) . An RDA score based on O points for < 3 3 %  of 
the RDA for the item , 1 point for > 3 3 %  but �6 6%  of the RDA 
and 2 points for > 6 6 %  of the RDA was adapted for this study 
( 5 3 ) . Thus , with 10  items in the scale , 0 - 2 0  was the 
possible range of scores . Items included were those that 
both have an established RDA and also have complete enough 
data in the tables of food composition to yield data 
representative of nutrients in foods. Data for energy, 
protein, calcium, iron, phosphorus, vitamin A, ascorbic 
acid, thiamin, riboflavin, and niacin were used to develop 
the RDA score. 
Analysis of variance, using the SAS (137) GLM 
procedure, was used to determine homogeneity of the sample 
beyond the selection criteria. Correlation, using the SAS 
procedure (135) and regression, using SAS (137) GLM, were 
used to evaluate the hypotheses. A significance level of 
< 0.05 was the criterion used for all analyses. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
To facilitate examination of the research hypotheses , 
descriptions of the variables and of the participants will 
be presented and discussed. Following this , the 
relationships among the variables will be presented , and 
then the information will be summarized within the context 
of the research hypotheses. 
Names and phone numbers- or work addresses of 228 
possible participants were supplied by ten employers. Of the 
possible participants , 187 (82%) agreed to be participants 
and completed the survey forms. Of those who completed 
forms, 153 (82%) met the defined criteria for participation. 
Demographic Characteristics 
The demographic characteristics of the participants of 
the study are summarized in Table 2. The racial/ethnic 
distribution of the sample was 2% American Indian, 20% 
black, and 78% white. This is a larger percentage of 
nonwhites than is found in the general population of East 
Tennessee. Several of the places of employment that 
supplied names of possible participants ar� equal­
opportunity employers, resulting in a racial mix among the 
employees that does not reflect the racial mix of the 
community. 
Table 2. Demographic and Personal Characteristics of 
Young Women. a 
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Characteristic % of Participants 
Race/Ethnic group 
American Indian 
Black 
White 
Education 
High school diploma 
General equivalency diploma 
Some college 
Associate/technical degree 
Income 
$ 0  - $ 5 , 00 0  
5 , 0 0 1  - 10 , 0 0 0  
1 0 , 0 0 1  - 1 5 , 0 0 0  
1 5 , 0 0 1  - 20 , 0 0 0  
2 0 , 0 0 1  - 2 5 , 0 0 0  
Physical activity of work 
Very light 
Light 
Moderate 
Living conditions 
Alone 
With parents 
With relatives 
With roommates 
Presence of chi ldren in home 
Children 
None 
a 
N = 1 5 3 . 
2 
2 0  
7 8  
2 7  
2 
5 5  
1 6  
6 
5 1  
3 8  
4 
1 
7 5  
1 3  
1 1  
3 4  
3 8  
8 
2 0  
3 3  
6 7  
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Approximately one-third of the participants had a high 
school or general equivalency diploma with no additional 
formal education. Approximately two-thirds of the 
participants had attended school beyond the high school 
level but had not earned a college degree. This represents 
a higher level of education than is found in the general 
population of East Tennessee. 
There were few extremes in income, with approximately 
90 % of the participants having incomes between $5, 000 and 
$15, 000. Seventy-five percent of the participants 
classified the amount of physical activity expended for 
their employment to be very light; thus, there also was 
relatively little variation in values for this variable. 
Living situation was distributed approximately equally: 
one-third of the participants lived alone, one-third lived 
with their parents, and one-third lived with relatives other 
�han parents or with a roommate. One-third of the 
participants lived in a household with children. 
Relationship of children to participants was not assessed. 
Average age of the participants was 25. 6 ± 4. 5 years, 
with a range from 18 to 35 years. Average height was 164. 9 
+ 6. 7 centimeters (64. 9 ± 2. 6 inches) , with a range of 14 9. 9 
to 18 2. 9 centimeters (59 to 72  inches). Average weight was 
63. 2 ± 14. 4 kilograms (139. 1 ± 31. 6 pounds) , with a range of 
40. 9 to 110. 0 kilograms (90 to 24 2 pounds } .  Thus, although 
there was a wide range of ages, heights, and weights, most 
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participants were not at the extremes of the range. Nearly 
all of the participants had weighed themselves within the 
last two months, thus reported weight was based on recent 
information. 
Attitude, Health Habit, and Knowledge Characteristics 
Fourteen meaningful attitude and health habit factors 
with two or more primary loadings greater than . 40 and an 
eigenvalue of greater than one were identified and are 
described in Table 3. Because of the nature of factor 
analysis, the mean factor score on each factor is 
approximately zero. However, an individual may have a high 
or low score on each factor. For example , a high score on 
Factor 1, Super Person, indicates that the participant 
perceives herself as aggressive, a leader, self-confident, 
and talkative. Likewise, a high score on Factor 2, Body 
Size, indicates that the participant perceives herself as 
large, is dissatisfied with her present weight, is trying to 
lose weight, and considers herself unattractive. 
Responses to individual questions comprising factors, 
expressed as percentage of correct responses, percentage of 
greater than average, or percentage of positive responses 
are found in Table 4. Participants rated themselves about 
average on the questions that constitute Factor 1, Super 
Person; Factor 2, Body Size ; Factor 6, Seat Belts; Factor 7, 
Your own Thing ; Factor 8, Don't Use Salt ; Factor 10, Stress  
Table 3. 
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a 
Factors for Young Women : Primary Loadings > . 40. 
Factor 
1 Super Person 
2 Body Size 
3 Nice Person 
4 Worry About 
Nutrition 
5 Nutrition is 
Important 
6 Seat Belts 
7 Your own 
Thing 
8 Don't Use 
Salt 
% of 
Total b 
Variance Q#
c 
9. 19 
7. 77 
7. 39 
1. 25 
6. 73 
6. 69 
4. 99 
4. 96 
43 
41 
37 
4 6  
60 
61 
62 
40 
45 
4 2  
44 
39 
6 
4 
5 
10 
7 
8 
1 
9 
69 
70 
50 
54 
58 
79 
7 8  
Key Words 
Factor 
Loading 
Aggressive 
Leader 
Self-confident 
Talkative 
Perceived size 
Dissatisfaction 
with size 
Trying to lose 
Attractive 
Cooperative 
Friendly 
Honest 
Mature 
If drink milk 
If maintain weight 
If doctor doesn't 
say anything 
Because vitamins 
added 
Shouldn't be careless 
Concerned even if 
take vitamins 
concerned about 
nutrition 
Affect future health 
Short distance 
Long distance 
Do what you feel like 
Went to mountains 
Feeling creative 
Don't salt food at 
table 
Don't add salt to 
vegetables 
. 792 
. 713 
. 68 8  
. 4 87 
. 84 6  
. 805 
. 677 
-. 4 69 
. 707 
. 64 8  
. 601 
. 582 
. 738 
. 683 
. 6 62  
. 568 
. 567 
. 566 
. 525 
. 4 8 2  
. 970 
. 8 67 
. 610 
. 5 8 6  
. 510 
. 831 
. 695 
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Table 3 .  ( Continued) 
% of 
Total b 
Q#
c 
Factor 
Factors Variance Key Words Loading 
9 Caring About 4 . 70 67 Have close friends . 7 70 
Others 57 Boyfriend's headache . 550 
10 Stress 4.33 65 Enjoy job . 637 
Management 66 Prepare for stress . 615 
11 Relax 4 . 32 75 Time for self . 661 
76 Relax . 469 
12 Traditional 4 . 25 49 Find self by 
helping others . 749 
48 Find self by 
hard work . 563 
13 Careful 4.12 71  Obey traffic rules . 679 
72 Care when using 
poisons . 420 
14 Time 3 . 58 7 3  Have enough time . 478 
Management 77 Get enough sleep . 415 
a
N = 153 .  
b
Total variance accounted for by all factors: 80 . 27% . 
C 
d "  See Appen ix B. 
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Table 4. Positive Responses by Young Women to Questions 
with Primary Factor Loadings . > . 40. 
Factors 
1 Super Person 
2 Body Size 
3 Nice Person 
4 Worry About 
Nutrition 
5 Nutrition is 
Important 
6 Seat Belts 
7 Your Own 
Thing 
8 Don ' t  Use 
Salt 
96 Positive 
Responses 
or > 
Average 
Average 
Response 
for 
Q#:
a 
Key Words Description Factor 
43 Aggressive 
41 Leader 
37 Self-confident 
46 Talkative 
6 0  Perceived size 
61 Dissatisfaction 
with size 
62 Trying to lose 
40 Attractive 
45 Cooperative 
42 Friendly 
44 Honest 
39 Mature 
6 If drink milk 
4 If maintain weight 
5 If doctor doesn ' t  
. say anything 
10 Because vitamins 
added 
7 Shouldn ' t  be careless 
8 Concerned even if 
take vitamins 
1 Concerned about 
nutrition 
9 Affect future health 
69 Short distance 
70 Long distance 
50  Do what you feel like 
54 Went to mountains 
58 Feeling creative 
79 Don ' t  salt food at 
table 
78 Don ' t  add salt to 
vegetables 
43. 1 
36. 6  
43. 8 
55. 6 
32. 7 
48. 4 
57. 9b 
58. 2 
80. 4 
79. 1 
81. 7 
73. 2 
98. 7 
91. 5 
88. 2 
95. 4 
96. 7 
93. 5 
80. 4 
94. 1 
32. 7 
45. 1 
20. 9 
54. 9 
30. 1 
34. 6 
33. 3 
44. 8 
49. 3 
78. 6 
93. 5 
91. 2 
38. 9 
35. 3 
34. 0 
Table 4. (Continued) 
Factors 
9 Caring About 
Others 
10 Stress 
Management 
11 Relax 
12 Traditional 
13 Careful 
14 Time 
Management 
a 
See Appendix B. 
67 
57 
65 
66 
75 
7.6 
49 
48 
71 
72 
73 
77 
Key Words 
Have close friends 
Boyfriend ' s  headache 
Enj oy job 
Prepare for stress 
Time for self 
Relax 
Find self by . 
helping others 
Find self by 
hard work 
Obey traffic rules 
Care when using 
poisons 
Have enough time 
Get enough sleep 
% Positive 
Responses 
or > 
Average 
Description 
78. 4 
8 8. 9  
81. 0 
39. 9  
41. 1 
38. 6 
66. 0 
6 8. 0  
75. 2 
86. 3 
52. 3 
54. 3 
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Average 
. Response 
for 
Factor 
83. 7 
60. 5  
39. 9 
67. 0  
80. 8 
53. 3 
b 
Answer reverse coded to correspond with the negative nature 
of the other questions that loaded heavily on this factor. 
Management; Factor 11, Relax; Factor 12, Traditional; and 
Factor 14, Time Management. Participants rated themselves 
greater than the average person on the questions that 
constitute Factor 3, Nice Person; Factor 4, Worry About 
Nutrition; Factor 5, Nutrition Is Important; Factor 9 ,  
Caring About Others; and Factor 13, Careful. 
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Because some items were not included in any factor, the 
percentage of correct responses, percentage of greater than 
average, or percentage of positive responses are found in 
Appendix C, grouped by original subject matter 
classifications. 
The correlation of factors with original scales is 
presented in Appendix F. Seven of the factors are comprised 
of items from more than one of the original scales. Six of 
the eight original scales are represented in more than one 
factor. 
The mean score on the 25-point knowledge test was 
14.8 + 3.6. This indicates that, on the average, the 
participants correctly answered approximately 60% of the 
questions and had a relatively low level of nutrition 
knowledge. · 
Food Selection and Nutrient Intake 
Mean intakes of 24 nutrients plus energy and 
cholesterol are presented in Table 5. Percentages of the 
RDA, dietary components per 1, 000 calories, and percentages 
Table 5 .  Mean Da i ly Nutrient and Ene rgy Int ake , Percentage o f  Recommended Dietary Allowances , Mean 
Da i ly Nutrient In take per 1 , 0 00 Calories ,  and Percentage of Standard for Youn g Womena . 
Dieta ry Component 
Energy (Ca l )  
Prote in ( gm )  
Fa t ( gm)  
' * dcarbohydrate ( gm )  Dietary Fiber ( gm )  
Ca lcium (mg )  
* I ron (mg )  
Magne s ium ( mg )  
Phosphorus (mg )  
Pot as s ium ( mg)  
.sodium (mg ) 
. z inc (mg )  
.copper (mg )  
M anganese ( mg)  
*Vitamin A ( IU)  
Alpha tocopherol (mg )  
Ascorbic Acid (mg )  
Th iamin ( mg )  
Riboflavin (mg )  
*Niacin (mg) 
* Pa ntothenic Ac id (mg)  
*Vitamin B6 (mg )  
* Folacin ( mcg)  
.vitamin B
1 2  
(mcg ) 
Cholesterol (mg )  
aN = 1 5 3 . 
hl 9 8 0  vers ion . 
c
Hansen & Wyse ( 1 4 5 ) . 
Mean Intake + SD 
1 4 7 2 + 4 9 6  
55 . 3 5 + 2 2 . 7 6 
6 3 . 8 4 + 2 3 . 3 8 
1 6 5 . 8 7 + 6 3 . 3 9 
1 . 4 4 + 2 . 0 7 
4 8 7  + 2 4 4  
9 . 7 1 + 3 . 7 5 
9 4  + 6 1  
8 5 7  + . 3 3 1  
1 7 0 3  + 6 4 9  
2 0 4 6 + 8 5 7  
3 . 3 9 + 1 . 9 5 
0 . 3 9 4  + 0 . 270  
0 . 7 1 7 + 0 . 6 8 5  
3 3 72  + 3 9 8 1  
0 . 6 1 + 0 . 8 6 
57 . 4  + 4 5 . 6  
0 . 9 7 0  + 0 . 3 9 3  
1 . 0 9 8  + 0 . 4 8 3  
1 4 . 5 9 1  + 6 . 6 4 6  
2 . 0 5 5  + 1 . 1 0 6 
0 . 7 4 6  + 0 . 4 2 8  
1 0 6 . 3  + 8 7 . 9  
1 . 5 7 + 1 . 6 9 
2 4 8  + 1 4 3  
% o f  RDAb + SD 
7 2 . 6  + 2 4 . 6  
1 2 5 . 8 + 5 1 . 7  
6 0 . 9  + 3 0 . 5 
5 4 . 0  + 2 0 . 8  
3 1 . 2  + 20 . 3  
1 0 7 . 1 + 4 1 . 4  
2 2 . 6  + 1 3 . 0  
8 4 . 3  + 9 9 . 5  
7 . 6  + 1 0 . 8 
9 5 . 6  + 7 6 . 0  
9 4 . 4  + 3 8 . 7  
8 9 . 5  + 39 . 6  
1 0 9 . 9  ± 50 . 4  
3 7 . 3  + 2 1 . 4  
2 6 . 6  + 2 2 . 0  
5 2 . 2  + 5 6 . 3  
Me an Inta ke per 
1 , 0 00 Ca lories + SD 
37 . 7 7  
4 3 . 4 7 
1 1 2 . 4 7 
1 . 0 1 
3 2 7  
6 . 6 7 
6 3  
5 8 1  
1 1 7 1 
1 4 0 1  
2 . 2 8 
0 . 2 6 8  
0 . 4 8 1  
2 2 8 1  
0 . 4 2 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
8 . 3 2 
6 . 4 2 
1 8 . 6 6 
1 .  5 1  
1 2 0  
1 .  6 0  
3 6  
1 1 2  
3 2 0  
4 0 2  
1 .  0 0  
+ 0 . 1 72 
+ 0 . 4 4 9 
+ 2 6 0 9  
+ 0 . 5 0 
+ 3 8 . 7  
0 . 6 6 3  + 
0 . 7 4 6  + 
9 . 9 5 8  + 
1 . 4 1 4  + 
0 . 5 1 2  + 
2 8 . 2  
0 . 1 7 7  
0 .  2 2 1  
2 . 9 3 2  
0 . 6 9 7  
0 . 2 8 1  
7 2 . 9 
1 .  0 9  
1 73 
+ 
+ 
+ 
5 9 . 3  
1 .  2 6  
8 8  
% of  Standardc 
+ SD 
1 7 1 . 7 + 
1 1 1 . 5  + 
6 0 . 0  + 
8 1 . 7  + 
7 4 . 1  + 
4 2 . 1  + 
1 4 5 . 1  + 
2 8 . 5  + 
1 1 4 . 1  + 
1 0 . 5  + 
1 2 9 . 2  + 
1 3 2 . 0  + 
1 2 5 . 0  + 
1 4 2 . 3  + 
5 1 . 0  + 
3 6 .  4 + 
7 2 . 7  + 
3 7 . 8  
1 6 . 5  
1 0 . 0  
2 9 . 9  
1 7 . 8  
2 4 . 0  
2 8 . 0  
1 2 . 5  
1 3 0 . 5 
1 2 . 5  
9 3 . 9  
3 6 . 0  
3 6 . 7  
4 1 . 9 
2 8 . 0  
2 9 . 6  
8 4 . 0  
d * = intake of the se nutrients may re flect incomplete in forma tion in data ba se ( 1 4 3 ) . 
w - �  
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of the 1 , 000 calorie standard (14 5) also were calculated and 
are presented in Table 5. 
Mean energy consumption was low at 72. 6 ± 25 . 6 % of the 
RDA , and protein intake was very adequate , with 125. 8 + 
51. 7% of the RDA for the appropriate age/gend�r category. 
Calcium and iron intakes also were low with mean intakes 
below 66% of the RDA. Both also were less than 100% of the 
1 , 000 calorie standard , indicating low nutrient density for 
calcium and iron in the foods selected by the participants. 
Phosphorus and niacin means exceeded the RDA ; vitamin A ,  
ascorbic acid, thiamin, and riboflavin all had means greater 
than 80% of the RDA. Means of nutrients and the comparison 
of means to the RDA or 1, 000 calorie standards for dietary 
components other than the ten listed above may be 
misleading. The USDA data base (143) used for this analysis 
was not complete enough for the other nutrients to conclude 
that the participants were low in the. consumption of these 
nutrients. Therefore, the low mean values may reflect a 
lack of data in the data base rather than a lack of the 
nutrient in the participant ' s  diet. Similarly , cholesterol 
values may reflect incomplete data. 
The mean RDA score on the 20-point scale was 15. 4 + 
4. 3 ,  indicating relatively poor eating habits. The mean 
score indicates that intakes of several nutrients were less 
than two-thirds of the RDA. Mean daily servings in the 20 
categories and the four food groups are recorded in Table 6. 
Table 6 .  Mean Daily Servings of 20 Food Groupi�gs and 
the Four Food Groups for Young Women . 
Food Groupings 
Milk Products 
Meat Products 
Legumes 
Fruits 
Raw Vegetables 
Cooked Starchy Vegetables 
Cooked Other Vegetables 
Bread 
Cereal 
Pasta 
Desserts 
Salty Snacks 
Fluid Milk 
Fruit and Vegetable Beverages 
Tea and Coffee 
Carbonated Beverages 
Alcoholic Beverages 
Other Beverages 
Fat 
Sugars 
Four Food Groups 
Milk and Cheese 
Meat, Poultry, Fish and Beans 
Vegetable and Fruit 
Bread and Cereal 
Four Food Group Total 
a
N = 153 . 
Servings per Day 
Mean + SD 
0 . 56 + 0 . 61 
1 . 9 9  + 0 . 9 9 
0 . 19 + 0 . 30 
0 . 26 + 0 . 47 
0 . 41 + 0 . 52 
0 . 60 + 0 . 47 
0 . 40 + 0 . 47 
1 . 87 + 0 . 91 -
0 . 24 + 0 . 36 -
0 . 14 + 0 . 23 
0 . 55 + 0 . 54 
0 . 23 + 0 . 31 
o . 4 i + a . s o 
0 . 30 + 0 . 48 
0 . 81 + 0 . 96 
1 . 27 + 1 . 08 
0 . 27 + 0 . 65 
0 . 02 + 0 . 07 
1 . 08 + 0 . 83 
0 . 35 + 0 . 56 
0 . 97 + 0 . 80 
2 . 19 + 1 . 04 
1 . 97 + 1 . 34 
2 . 25 + 1 . 01 
7 . 3 9  + 2 . 52 
41 
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Servings of the meat , poultry , fish , and beans group were 
adequate , with 2 . 2  ± 1 . 0  servings per day . Mean intake of 
the mi lk and cheese group was only 1 . 0  + 0 . 8  servings per 
day . This is in agreement with the calculated low calcium 
intake . Servings of the vegetable and fruit group and the 
bread and cereal group also were low , with an average of two 
servings per day of each , rather than the reconunended four 
servings . Fruit intake was especially low , with a ·mean 
intake of approximately one-fourth of a serving of fruit and 
one-third of a serving of fruit or vegetable j uices per day . 
As recorded in Table 7 ,  the average number of meals 
consumed during the three-day period was 7 . 1  + 1 . 7 .  Nine 
meals would be the traditional number consumed over a three­
day period . Mean daily energy intake was 2 57 + 2 4 3  calories 
from snacks and 1 2 1 6  + 4 4 3  calories from meals . Thus , 
approximately 17%  of the energy was consumed in snacks . 
Participant Homogeneity 
The 1 4  meaningful factor scores and the nutrition 
knowledge score were analyzed by race , living conditions , 
and presence of children . Although there were significant 
differences in some categories , there were no overall 
consistent variations that would indicate that the data 
should be subdivided into categories for further analys is . 
As recorded in Table 8 ,  analysis of variance with the 
factors and the knowledge test indicated that black 
Table 7 .  Correlation 
a of RDA Score and Food Consumption Variables with Factor and Nutri tion Knowledge Scores for Young Women . 
Variables 
RDA Score 
d 
• of Meals 
1n 3 Days 
Energy from 
snacks t Cal ) 
Energy from 
Meals ( Cal ) 
\ Energy from 
Snacks 
Four Food f 
Group score 
4
Pearson • s  r .  
bN = 1 S 3 . 
c
Factor names 
1-Super Person 
2•8ody Size 
3 -Nice Person 
Intake 
Mean ! SD 
lS . 41 ! 4 . 34 
7 . 06 ! 1 . 7 1 
2S7 .! 243  
1216  � 4 43 
16 . 9  ! 1 4 .  7 
7 . 39 ± 2 . s2 
4 -Worry About Nutrition 
l 2 
•e  
- . 1 8 - . 1 3 . 
- . 2 3 . OS 
. os - . 19 
- . u - . os 
. 10 - . lS 
* 
- . 17 - . 0 3 
3 
- . 06 
� 02 . 
- . 1 3 
- . 03 
- . 1 1 
- . 10 
�-Nutrition is Important 
. 6-Seat Belts 
7-Your own Thing 
8-Don' t Use S�lt 
4 
. 0 4  
. 0 4 
. 01 
. 01 
. oo 
- . oo 
Factor 
C 
s 6 7 8 
. 1 1 . u  - . 08 . 12 . 
. 20 . 12 - . 10 - . OS 
- . lS  . 06 . 11 - . 01 
:o, 
• 
. 03 - . 17 . OS  
- . u . 02 . 1 3 - . oo 
• 
. 20 . 08 - . 06 . OS 
9-Caring About Others 
10-Stresa Management 
11-Relax 
12 -Tradi tiona l 
d
< 33\  RDA = 0 
> 33\  but < 66\ RDA = l 
> 66\  RDA ; 2 
for : energy , protein , calciwa, iron , phosphorus ,  vitamin A, 
ascorbic acid , thiamin, riboflavin , niacin. 
e 
• = p i o . os .  
fMean daily intake o f  servings from four food groups . 
9 10 11 12 13  
• 
. 0 4 - . 06 , . 04 . OB . 18 .  . 
. 03 . 04 - . 04 . 21 . OS 
. 0 2  - . 11 . 03 - . 10 - . oo . 
- . 04 - . 03 . h  . 02 . 22 
. 04 - . 12 . 03 - . 11 - . 02 
. 0 4  - . 02 . 06 . 08  . 13 
1 3-Careful 
1 4 -Time Management . 
b 
14  
. 09 
. 13 
. OS 
. 13 
. 04 
. 13 
Nutrition 
Knowledge 
. 12 
. 12 
- . 11 
- . OS 
. 12 
. 11 
.i::,. 
w 
Table 8 .  Comparison o f  Fa;tor and Nutrition Knowledge Scores by Categories o f  Race , Living Conditions , and Presence of  Children 
for Young Women . 
Race Living Conditions Presence of Children 
Factor Black White Alone Parents Relative Roommates Chi ldren None 
< LS Mean .!. SBM0 > 
l 0 . 1 7 + 0 . 17 0 . 10 + 0 . 1 0 0 . 75 + 0 . 21x 0 . 3 9  + 0 . 19Y 1 . 00 + 0 . 30x 0 . 48 + 0 . 23xy o . s6 + o . 21x O. 4 4  + 0 . 19Y 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10  
1 1  
12  
13  
1 4  
Nutrition 
JCnowledge 
6N • 153 . 
bFactor names 
1-Super Person 
2-Body Size 
3-Nice Person 
-0 . 04 + 0 . 1 8 
0 . 08 ! 0 . 18
x 0 . 33 + 0 . 1 8 
-0 . 26 + 0 . 1 7 
-0 . 36 + 0 . 20 
-0 . 04 + 0 . 1 6 
-0 . 1 4 + 0 . 1 8 
-0 . 1 7 + 0 . 16 
-0 . 01 + 0 . 17 
0 . 02 + 0 . 17 
-0 . 1 4 + 0 . 16 
o .  4 1  ! 0 . 1 6: 
-0 . 4 7  ± 0 . 1 6 
1 2 . 27 ± 0 . 66x 
4-Worry About Nutrition 
-0 . 02 + 0 . 1 1 -0 . 1 4 + 0 . 23 
0 . 03 + 0 . 1 1 -0 . 26 + 0 . 22 
-0 . 06  + o . uY 0 . 21 + 0 . 21 
0 . 05 + 0 . 1 0 0 . 16 + 0 . 21 
0 . 05 + 0 . 1 2 -0 . 24 + 0 . 24 
-0 . 03 + 0 . 10 0 . 05 + 0 . 20 
-0 . 0 1  ·+ 0 . 1 1 0 . 17 + 0 . 22 
0 . 01 + 0 . 1 0 -0 . 71 + 0 . 20 
-0 . 04 + 0 . 10 -0 . 01 + 0 . 21 
-0 . 05 + 0 . 1 1  0 . 1 9 + 0 . 21 
0 . 06 ! O . lO
Y 
-0 . 1 2  + 0 . 20 
0 . 03 ± 0 . 09y 0 . 27 + 0 . 1 9 0 . 07 ± 0 . 10 -0 . 04 ! 0 . 20 
1 5 . 4 2  ± 0 . 4oY 1 5 . 00 ± 0 . 82� 
5-Nutrition is Important 
6-Seat Belts 
7-Your Own Thing 
8-Don ' t  Use Salt 
-0 . 22 + 0 . 21 -0 . 20 + 0 . 33 
-0 . 22 + 0 . 20 -0 . 35 + 0 . 32 
0 . 05 + 0 . 20 0 . 28 + 0 . 3 2 
-o . oo + 0 . 19 -0 . 1 8 + 0 . 30 
-0 . 30 + 0 . 23 -0 . 56 + 0 . 36 
-0 . 09 + 0 . 19 0 . 1 9 + 0 . 30 
0 . 1 6  + 0 . 2 1 -0 . 01 + 0 . 32 
-0 . 59 + 0 . 1 9 -1 . 02 + 0 . 29 
-0 . 0 1  + 0 . 1 9  -0 . 35 + 0 . 30 
0 . 02 + 0 . 1 9 0 . 04 + 0 . 30 
0 . 0 1  + 0 . 1 9 -0 . 13 + 0 . 30 
0 . 03 + 0 . 18 0 . 42 + 0 . 2 8 
- 0 . 0 5  ! 0 . 1 9  0 . 22 ! 0 . 29 
1 3 .  46 ± o .  77Y 1 3 . 83 ± l . 2lxy 
9-Caring About Others 
10-Stress Management 
1 1-Relax 
12-Tradi tional 
-0 . 5 4  + 0 . 25 -0 . 35 + 0 . 23 
0 . 03 + 0 . 24 -0 . 1 2 + 0 . 22 
0 . 15 + 0 . 24 0 . 1 2 + 0 . 22 
-0 . 07 + 0 . 23 0 . 07 + 0 . 21 
-0 . 38 + 0 . 27 -0 . 3 8 + 0 . 25 
- 0 . 0 4  + 0 . 22 -0 . 1 8 + 0 . 2 1x 
0 . 3 1  + 0 . 24 0 . 16 + 0 . 22 
-0 . 84 + 0 . 22 -0 . 78 + 0 . 20 
0 . 1 1 + 0 . 23 -0 . 02 + 0 . 21 
-0 . 02 + 0 . 23 -0 . 0 1  + 0 . 21 
-0 . 14 + 0 . 22 o . o5 ! o . 21x 
- 0 . 06 + 0 . 21 0 . 36 + 0 . 20 
-0 . 28 ! 0 . 22 -0 . 16 ! 0 . 20 
1 4 . 27 ± 0 . 9 lxy 1 4 . 10 ± 0 . 84 
13-Careful 
1 4-Time Management. 
cValuea with different superscript letters within a row within a category are different p � 0 . 05 .  
-0 . 1 9 + 0 . 21 
.. 0 . 2 8 + 0 . 20 
0 . 22 + 0 . 20 
-0 . 1 2  + 0 . 19 
-0 . 37 ! 0 . 22y 0 . 24 + 0 . 19 
0,. 1 5  + 0 . 20 
-o . so + 0 . 1 8 
-0 . 11 + 0 . 1 9 
0 . 12 + 0 . 19 
-0 . 24 + 0 . 1 9  
-0 . 03 + o . l BY 
-0 . 1 3 i 0 . 1 8 
1 4 . 1 8 ± 0 . 75 
J::>. 
J::>. 
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participants worried about nutrition more than did the white 
participants . The black participants seemed to be more 
careful , were less effective in time management , and scored 
lower on the nutrition knowledge test than did white 
participants . Living with parents apparently is not 
conducive to self - suff iciency , as participants who lived 
with their parents scored lower on Factor 1 ,  Super Person , 
than those who lived alone or with relatives . Participants 
who lived with their parents scored lower on the nutrition 
knowledge test than those who lived alone . Those with 
children in the household scored higher on Factor 1 ,  Super 
Person , and Factor 1 3 , Careful , and lower on Factor 7 ,  Doing 
Your Own Thing , than those who did not live with children . 
Daily intake of eight selected dietary components ,  RDA 
score , and food consumption variables also were analyzed by 
race , living conditions , and presence of children . As 
recorded in Table 9 ,  living conditions had a limited 
relationship to dietary consumption . Participants who lived 
with relatives other than parents had poorer nutrient 
intakes than participants in other living conditions , 
particularly those with roonunates , and presence of children 
in the home was associated with a higher protein intake . As 
there were no overall patterns of variation , subdivision 
into categories for further analysis was not warranted . 
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Relationships of Factors and Nutrition Knowledge to 
Food Selection and Nutrient Intake 
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Relationships of factors and nutrition knowledge to 
food selection and nutrient intake are recorded in Tables 7 
( page 4 3 ) ,  1 0 , and 11 . A high score on Factor 1 ,  Super 
Person , was negatively correlated with five of the dietary 
components and four of the dietary components per 1 , 0 0 0  
calories . Super Person factor score was negatively 
correlated with RDA score , servings from the four food 
groups , and number of meals recorded on the three-day food 
records . This indicates that the self-confident , aggressive 
participants apparently paid less  attention to nutrient 
intake , nutrient density , and food selection than those who 
scored lower on these characteristics .  
Carbohydrate intake was negatively correlated and 
nutrient density of protein was positively correlated with 
scores on Factor 2 ,  Body Size . Both of these relationships 
often are associated with weight reduction efforts . Scores 
on Body Size also were negatively correlated with energy 
from snacks . Again , this is consistent with weight 
reduction efforts . 
Scores on Factor 3 ,  Nice Person , were positively 
associated with nutrient density of fat and cholesterol and 
negatively associated with carbohydrate intake . However , 
scores on Factor 3 were not correlated with food consumption 
patterns . Although those who scored high on this factor had 
Table 10 . Correlat ion 
a 
Dietary 
Component l 
Energy - . 1 1 
Protein - . 04 
Fat - . 07 
Carbohydrate - . is . 
Calcium - . 2 1 
Iron - . 1 2 . 
Phosphorus - . 1 6 .  
Potassium - . 20 
Sodium - . OS 
Vitamin A - . 16. 
Ascorbic Ac id - . 26 
Thiamin - . 1 3 .  
Ribof lavin - . 2 1 
Niacin - . 1 1 
Cholesterol . 01 
a
Pearson ' s  r .  
bN = 1 5 3 . 
c
Factor names 
1-Super Person 
.2-Body Size 
) -Nice Person 
4-Worry About Nutrition 
d 
* = p .i o . os .  
of Mean Dietary Components with Factor and Nutrition Knowledge Scores for Young Women .  
b 
Factor 
C 
Nutri tion 
2 3 4 s 6 7 8 9 10 11  12  1 3  1 4  Knowledge 
- . 1 5 - . 10 . 01 - . OS . 08 - . 10 . 0 3  - . 0 2 - . 08 . 1 1 - . 0 3  
*d 
. 20 .  . 1 4 . 0 1 
- . OS . 0 1  - . 0 3 - . 0 1 - . OS  - . 08 . 0 3 . 02  . 07 . 12 . 01 . 22 .  . 1 2 - . 1 2  
- . 1 1 . - . oo . . 01 - . 0 4 . 0 4 . 10 . 00 - . 04 - . 07 . 12 - . 06 . 1 8 . 08 .  - . 0 3 
- . 16 - . 1 7 . 0 3 - . 0 1 . 1 2 - . 1 S . 09 . 02 - . 1 3 . a s . oo . 1 4 . 16 . 1 2 
- . 1 5 - . 1 4 . O S  • 02  . 1 6 - . as. . 0 3 . 0 8  - . 09 . 1 3 . 1 2  . 10 • . 1 4 . 10 
- . 0 9 - . 06 - . 0 4 • 09  . 0 4  - . 1 9 . 01 . 08 - . 06  . os - . oo . 1 7 • . 1 2 .  . 02 
- . 1 3 - . 08 . 01 . oo. . 0 9 - . O S  . 06 . 04 - . oo . 1 5 . 06 . 1 8 . 1 7 . OS  
- . 12 - . 1 2 . 10 . 1 7 . 1 3 - . 06 . 08 - . 02  - . 07 . 0 2 . . 07 . 12 . . 1 1 . 1 3 
- . 07 - . 10 . 02 - . 08 . 10 - . 08 . 04 - . oo . 07 . 17 . 0 4 . 24 . 09 - . 0 4 
- . 00 - . 1 2  - . OS · . 04 .  . 1 2 .  - . 0 2  - . os · . 0 4 . •  08 . 06 . 0 4  - . 06 . 0 3  . 0 3 .. 
- . 08 - . 1 4 . 0 1  . 17 . 1 6 - . 01.  . 1 6 - . 0 1  - . 04  "7 . 0 4 - . 0 3 - . 03 . . 07 . 2 5 
- . as - . 06 - . 0 1 . 0 1 . 1 4 - . 20 . 07 . 06 - . 10 . 0 2  . 0 1  . .  1 8  . 09 . OS  
- . 1 3 - . O S  . 0 4 . 02 . 1 2  - . 1 1  . 04 . 1 0  - . 09 . 09 . 0 4 . 1 5 . 1 4 . 07 
- . as . 0 2 . oo - . 0 4  - . 01 - . 1 2 . 0 ) . 06 . 06 . 08 - . 0 4 . 19 . 0 9 - . 0 9 
. 00 . 1 1 - . 02 . 0 1 - . 0 ) - . 0 4 - . 0 4 - . 01  . 1 2 . 1 3 . oo . 17 . 1 1 - . O S 
5-Nutr ition is Important 9-Caring About Others 1 3-careful  
6-Seat Belts 10-Stress Management 14-Time Management . 
7-Your own Thing 1 1-Relax 
8 -Don ' t  Use Salt 12 -Tradit iona l 
,i:,. 
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Table 1 1 .  Correlation 
Dietary 
Component 
Protein 
Fat 
Carbohydrate 
Ca lcium 
Iron . 
Phosphorus 
Potassium 
Sodium 
Viumin A 
Ascorbic Acid 
Thiamin 
Ribof lavin 
Niacin 
Cholesterol 
a
Pearson ' s  r .  
b
N = 153 . 
c
Factor names 
1 -Super Person 
2-Body Size 
3 -Nice Person 
1 
. 1 2 
• 07 
- . 1 3 .  
- . 2 3 
- . 06 .  
- . 1 6 
- . 16 
. 12 
- . 1 1 .  
- . 2 5 
- . 01 .  
- . 1 8 
- . oo 
. 1 2 
a 
4 -Worry A.bout Nutrition 
d
* = p < 0 . 0 5 .  
of Dietary Components / 1 , 000 Calories with Factor and Nutrition Knowledge Scores for Young Women . 
b 
2 
. 1 6 *
d 
. 09 
- . 1 4  
- . 07 
- . 09 
. 0 2 
. oo 
. 05 
• 03 
- . oo 
. 1 1 
- . 03  
. 12 
. 1 3 
Factor 
3 4 5 6 
* 
. 1 2 .  - . 09 . 06 - . 1 6 
. 11 • . 01 . - . 01 - . 07 
- . 1 8 . 03 . 06 . 1 0 
- . 06 . 05 . 1 1 .  . 1 3 
- . 0 1 - . 0 5 . 17 - . 03 
. 0 1 - . 0 1  . 1 1 .  . 06 
- . 06 _ 1 3  . •  30 . 1 1 
- . 0 4 - . 0 3 - . 0 4  . 03 
- . 08 - . 0 4  . o a .  . 1 0.  
- . 1 3 . 02 . 2 2 . 1 7 
- . 01 - . 0 5  . 10 . 09 
. 0 4 . 0 4 . 1 2 . 0 8 
. 1 1 .  - . 0 4 . 02 - . 09 
. 17 - . oo . 06 - . 0 3 
5 -Nutrition is Important 
6 -Seat Belts 
7 -Your own Thing 
8-Don ' t  Use Salt 
7 
. 0 3 
. 0 1 
- . 1 5 
. 0 2 
- . 1 5 
. 0 6 
. 00 
- . 03 
- . 0 1 
- . 05 
- . 16 
- . 08 
- . 0 4 
. 0 5 
C 
8 9 10  1 1  
. 
. 0 3  . 0 3 . 2 1 . 0 7 
- . 1 1 - . 0 4 . 0 1 . 02 
. 1 5 . 09 - . 1 1 - . 09 
. 00 . 1 5 - . 0 5 . 0 4 
. oo . 1 4 . 0 1 - . 05 
. 06 . 1 1 . 1 0 . 1 0 
. 0 6 - . 07 . 0 4 .  - . 1 1 
. 01 - . 05 . 17 . 1 1 
- . 0 5 . 0 1 - . 0 5 - . oo 
. 1 5 - . 05 . 01 - . 1 1 
. 1 1 . 08 - . 06 - . 1 2 
. 0 4 . 1 5 - . 0 4 - . 0 1  
. 05 . 0 5 . 1 4 .  . 02 
- . 0 5 . Ol . 1 7 . 07 
9-Car ing About Others 
10-Stress Management 
1 1 -Relax 
1 2 -Traditional 
Nutrition 
12  13  14  Knowledge 
* 
. 06 . 06 - . 0 1 - . 1 7 
- . 1 5 - . 05 - . 1 6 - . 1 2 .  
. 08 .  - . 0 3 . 1 2 . 1 8 
. 2 1 - . 0 3 - . 0 1 . 1 2 
. 0 2 .  . 01 . 02 . 0 2 
. 1 8 . oo . 0 5 . 09 .  
. 10 - . 1 2 . 01 . 1 7 
. 0 2  . 08 - . 07 - . 07 
. 06 - . 1 5 - . oo . 04 • 
- . 03 - . 1 4 . 0 4 . 2 6 
. 06 . 01 - . 06 . 07 
. 08 - . 0 1 . 02 . 1 0 
- . 0 1 . 06 - . oo - . 10 
- . 0 2 - . oo . 0 3 - . 0 3  
1 3 -Careful 
1 4 -Time Management . 
� 
\.0 
diffe�ent nutrient intakes than those who scored low , the 
times of food consumption and the distribution of calories 
did not vary . 
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Factor 4 ,  Worry About Nutrition , was not related to 
either dietary components or food consumption patterns . 
However ,  Factor 5 ,  Nutrition I s  Important , was positively 
correlated with nutrient density of iron , potassium and 
ascorbic acid intake , consumption of foods from the four 
food groups , and number of meals . All of these are 
associated with the nutrient consumption and eating patterns 
usually associated with well-accepted nutrition practices . 
Factor 6 ,  Seat Belts , was positively correlated with 
ascorbic acid intake . This suggests a carry-over of self ­
care from other areas of life into the area of nutrition . 
Factor 7 ,  Doing Your own Thing , was negatively 
correlated with both iron and thiamin intake and also 
negatively correlated with energy from meals . Thus , the 
women who scored high on Doing Your own Thing generally did 
not consume a great deal of energy at meals , even though 
they consumed the average number of meals . The low iron 
consumption with low energy consumption at meals is 
consistent with other findings in this study . 
Those who reported that they Don ' t Use Salt , Factor 8 ,  
had food choices that did not differ in sodium content from 
those who were unconcerned with intake of salt . This may , 
however ,  be more indicative of incomplete sodium data in the 
USDA ( 1 9 8 5 ) data base than of actual sodium content in the 
diet . 
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Factor 9 ,  Caring About Others , was found to be unrelated 
to dietary components and patterns of food se lection . This 
can be explained by the fact that the dietary components and 
patterns of food selection were for the participant , and not 
for the others about whom they cared . 
Scores on Factor 10 , Stress Management , were positively 
correlated with nutrient density of protein , sodium , and 
cholesterol .  As levels of protein were high in this study , 
lower protein levels would indicate better diet management . 
Similarly , low intakes of sodium and cholesterol are 
desirable patterns . Therefore , these positive correlations 
indicate that the diet was not managed as well as the 
stress . Scores on Factor 1 1 , Relax , were positively 
correlated with sodium intake . Again , not all aspects of 
the diet may be handled as well as are the means for 
combating stress . 
Scores on Factor 1 4 , Time Management , were positively 
related to carbohydrate and phosphorus intakes . There were 
not , however ,  positive correlations of Factor 1 4  with energy 
from snacks , which might be high carbohydrate , or positive 
correlations with protein or calcium , which might be found 
in foods with phosphorus . Therefore , until  further evidence 
indicates otherwise , the correlations of Time Management 
with dietary components and food consumption patterns will 
be interpreted as spurious results. 
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Scores on Factor 12, Traditional, were associated with 
nutrient density for calcium and iron and number of meals in 
three days. Thus, individuals with a Traditional 
orientation apparently are heeding current dietary 
recommendations regarding calcium and iron, nutrients which 
often are problems in women' s diets. Scores on Factor 13, 
Careful, were associated with intake of 7 of the 15 dietary 
components analyzed, RDA score, and energy from meals. For 
intakes other than fat and cholesterol, this indicates that 
the participants tended to be careful with nutrient 
consumption if they were careful in other areas of their 
lives. 
Nutrition knowledge scores were positively correlated 
with ascorbic acid intake and nutrient density for potassium 
and carbohydrate and negatively correlated with nutrient 
density for protein. As with total nutrient intake, a lower 
nutrient density for protein is a positive feature, as 
levels of protein tended to be high in this study. Thus, 
evidence of utilization of the nutrition knowledge in choice 
of foods was seen , particularly in the areas of high 
ascorbic acid and low nutrient density for protein. 
Interrelationships of RDA Score and 
Food Consumption Variables 
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As indicated in Table 12 , there were many correlations 
among the nutrient and food consumption variables. RDA 
s core was correlated with energy from snacks and energy from 
meals , as well as number of meals and the four food groups . 
Four food group total score was correlated with energy from 
both snacks and meals as well as number of meals. Energy 
from snacks was unrelated to energy from meals; however , 
energy from snacks was negatively related to number of 
meals. Appropriately , number of meals was correlated with 
energy from meals. 
Interrelationships of Body Size Variables 
As indicated in Table 13 , there were many correlations 
among the body size variables : body mass index ( 146) , 
perceived physical attractiveness , perceived large size , 
dissatisfaction with weight , and trying to lose weight. 
Thus , these participants had a relatively accurate 
perception of their own size , and those that were of larger 
size were dissatisfied with their size and were trying to 
reduce in size. 
Prediction of Nutrient Intake and Food Consumption 
Based on factor and nutrition knowledge scores , and in 
some cases caloric consumption , equations for prediction of 
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Table 12 . Correlation
a 
of RDA Score end Food Consumption 
Variables for Young Women. 
RDA 
Score 
Energy 
from 
Snacks 
Energy 
from 
Meals 
Number 
of Me als 
a 
Pearson ' s  r .  
b
N = 153.  
Energy 
from 
Snacks 
c *  = p i. 0 . 0 5 .  
Energy 
from 
Meals 
* 
. 73 
. 0 4 
Number 
of 
Meals 
* 
. 58 
* 
-. 25 
* 
. 58 
Four 
Food 
Groups 
* 
. 8 2 
* 
. 21 
* 
. 73 
* 
. 5 9 
Table 1 3 .  Corre lation
3 of  We ight / He ight 2 with Body S ize  Vnriahle R for Young Women . b  
Key Word s 
Wt/Ht
2 
Q4 0  
Q6 0
e 
( kg /m
2
) 
Q6 1
f 
Q6 2
g 
a 
Pearson ' s  r .  
bN = 1 5 3 . 
Phys ica l ly Attra ctive 
Perce ived Body Siz e 
Dis satis fied With Wt 
Trying to Lose 
c * = p � 0 .  0 5 . 
d 
Range 0 - 7 : 7 = a ttractive . 
e 
Range 1 - 5 : 5 = large . 
f Range 1 - 5 : 5 = d i s sati s fied .  
g
Range 1 - 3 : 3 = trying to lose . 
Mean + SD 
2 3 . 2 3 + 5 . 0 8 
4 . 3 0 + 1 . 3 3 
2 . 8 0 + 1 . 2 2  
3 . 0 9 + 1 . 4 0 
2 . 5 3 + 0 . 5 9 
Corre lations 
Q4 0  Q6 0 Q6 1 Q6 2  
* C  * * * 
- . 3 2 . 8 3 * . 6 6 * . 4 2 * 
- . 4 2 - . 4 6 * - . 2 0 * 
. 7 3 . 5 1 * 
. 5 0 
Ul 
Ul 
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consumption of selected nutrients were created . Only a few 
equations were significant . These are included in Table 14 . 
In all cases where caloric consumption was a significant 
component of the equation, the variability explained by the 
regression equation (R
2
) was greater if caloric consumption 
was part of the equation; thus, at least in some instances, 
total caloric intake had strong influences on total nutrient 
consumption . Standard errors for the components of the 
regression equations are in Appendix G .  
Protein intake is predicted best by including calories 
in the equation, with Factor 10, Stress Management , 
predictive of a positive protein intake, and the nutrition 
knowledge score predictive of a decrease in protein intake . 
The association of a lower protein intake with higher 
knowledge is consistent with the fact that, as there is 
generally an overabundance of protein consumed in our 
country, there is general encouragement for a decreased 
protein intake . 
Calcium intake was lower when the score on Factor 1 ,  
Super Person, was higher . Concern with body size is 
negatively related to calcium intake if calories are not 
part of the equation, whereas Factor 12, Traditional, is 
positively related to calcium intake when calories are 
considered . Thus, the woman concerned with weight 
reduction or who considers herself to be a super person, has 
a reduced intake of calcium-rich foods and the tradition-
Table 1 4 . Regres s ion Equa tions a for Predicting Nutrient In take and Food Consumpt ion 
Var iables from S igni fican t Fac5or Scores , Nutrit ion Knowledge Scores , and 
Caloric Intake for Young Women . 
Prote in ( gm )  
Calcium ( mg )  
Ca lcium (mg )  
I ron (mg )  
I ron ( mg )  
Ascorbic Acid (mg )  
Ascorbic Acid (mg )  
RDA Score 
% Energy from Snacks 
Energy from Mea l s  (Cal ) 
Number o f  Mea ls 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
E • C quation 
de 1 1 . 4 3 + 0 . 0 4 Ca l + 3 . 5 3 F l O  - 0 . 7 5 Knowledge 
4 8 7 . 2 2  - 5 7 . 6 9 F l  - 4 1 . 0 2 F2 
- 1 4 . 6 7 + 0 . 3 4 Cal - 3 6 . 7 3 F l + 4 0 . 1 1 F 1 2 
9 . 7 1 - 0 . 8 2 F7 + 0 . 7 6 F l 3  
1 . 2 2 + 0 . 0 1 Cal + 0 . 5 5 F 5  - 0 . 4 9 F 7  + 0 . 4 5 F9  
1 6 . 4 5 - 1 1 . 5 0 F l + 2 . 7 9 Knowledge 
2 6 . 1 3 + 0 . 0 3 Cal - 0 . 9 7 F l + 7 . 8 8 F5  + 2 . 3 9 Knowledge 
1 5 . 4 1  - 0 . 8 4 F l + 0 . 9 3 F l 3  
6 . 7 2 - 2 . 5 2 F2 - 3 . 0 6 F 5  + 0 . 6 9 Knowledge 
1 2 1 5 . 5 2 � 8 9 . 3 7 F7 + 1 1 6 . 2 5 F l 3  
7 . 0 7 - 0 . 4 3 F l + 0 . 3 6 F S  + 0 . 3 9 F l 2 
a 
Dep = b
0 
+ blXl + b 2X2 
--- b
XXX
. 
b
N = 1 5 3 . 
cUn 3 tandardi zed be ta . 
dS tandard errors in Append ix G .  
e
Factor Names 
1 -Super Person 
2 -Body Size  
5-Nutr ition is Important 
7-Your Own Thing 
9-Caring About Others 
1 0 -Stress  Man agement 
1 2-Traditiona l  
1 3-Care fu l . 
R 2 
. 6 8 
. 0 7 
. 5 3 
. 0 6 
. 6 2 
. 1 1 
. 2 6 
. 0 6 
. 0 7 
. 0 8 
. 1 3 
U1 
...J 
oriented woman has a higher consumption of calcium-rich 
foods than does the woman who is not tradition-oriented . 
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Regardless of caloric consideration , iron consumption 
is negatively related to Factor 7 ,  doing Your Own Thing . 
The lack of concern for iron intake by the individuals who 
scored high on doing Your Own Thing is an example of the 
free- spirited individual ignoring dietary reconunendations . 
I f  calories are not considered , iron consumption is 
positively related to Factor 1 3 , Careful , which is 
consistent , as a person who is careful also may be careful 
about iron intake . When calories are considered , the 
contribution of Factor 1 3 , Careful , is replaced in the 
equation by Factor 5 ,  Nutrition I s  Important , and Factor 9 ,  
Caring About Others . This also is  consistent with the 
current trend , as iron is an important nutrient and several 
current advertisements about iron suggest that iron should 
be taken if you care about others to whom you are important . 
Factor 1 ,  Super Person , is a negative predictor of 
ascorbic acid intake , and nutrition knowledge is a positive 
indicator of ascorbic acid intake . When calories are 
considered in the equation , Factor 5 ,  Nutrition Is  
Important , also becomes an important predictor of ascorbic 
acid intake . 
Factor 1 ,  Super Person , is a negative predictor , and 
Factor 1 3 , Careful , is a positive predictor of RDA score . 
As RDA score is a composite score , this is cons istent with 
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the fact that Super Person was a negative indicator and 
Careful was a positive indicator for some of the individual 
nutrients. 
Factor 2, Body Size, and Factor 5, Nutrition Is 
Important, are negative predictors and nutrition knowledge 
is a positive predictor of percentage of energy from snacks. 
This is in agreement with what one would expect from these 
scores because the person who is trying to lose weight or 
the person who feels that nutrition is important may choose 
to consume a smaller portion of total energy from snacks. 
However, individuals with accurate nutrition knowledge 
recognize that well-chosen snacks can make positive 
contributions to dietary quality. Also consistent is the 
fact that Factor 7, Doing Your own Thing, will negatively 
predict energy from meals, whereas Factor 13, Careful, is a 
positive predictor in the equation to calculate energy from 
meals. 
Number of meals is negatively related to Factor 1, 
Super Person, and positively related to Factor 5, Nutrition 
Is Important, and Factor 12, Traditional. This is in 
agreement with the thought that the person who is 
traditional in orientation and the person who feels that 
nutrition is important probably would be relatively 
concerned about meal consumption. 
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Hypotheses 
Hypothesis 1 
The hypothesis that attitudes toward self are 
positively related to food selection and nutrient intake was 
not supported for all aspects of self . Scores on the Super 
Person factor (aggressive, a leader, self-confident, and 
talkative) were negatively correlated with calcium, 
phosphorus, potassium, ascorbic acid, and riboflavin intake; 
nutrient density for calcium, phosphorus, ascorbic acid, and 
riboflavin; RDA score; intake of the four food groups; and 
number of meals in three days . 
Factor 2, Body Size, was found to be negatively related 
to carbohydrate intake and energy from snacks . Because of the 
negative nature of the variable , body size may be said to be 
positively related to food selection and nutrient intake. 
Scores on Nice Person were negatively related to 
carbohydrate intake . As this was the only relationship for 
this factor, Factor 3, Nice Perspn, is basically unrelated 
to food and nutrition parameters . 
Factor 7, Your own Thing, was negatively related to 
iron and thiamin consumption and energy from meals . Factor 
12, Traditional, was found to be related to food and 
nutrition only in number of meals per day . 
In sununary, there was a negative relationship between 
self-perception as a super Person or one who does Your Own 
Thing and food selection and nutrient intake . Body size and 
Traditional orientation were related to food selection and 
nutrient intake in several areas. 
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The inconsistency of the relationship between general 
self-concept and food selection and nutrient intake is 
compatible with the findings of Schafer and Keith (9) . They 
found self-esteem had no effect on the diet quality of the 
elderly, but Schafer ( 8) found that young women ' s  diets were 
positively correlated with self-concept. 
Participants in this study reported a negative 
relationship between perceived body size and carbohydrate 
intake and energy from snacks. This is not in agreement 
with the findings of previous researchers (29) , who found 
that body size was not related to dietary intake. 
Hypothesis 2 
The hypothesis that attitudes toward the importance of 
food and nutrition are positively related to food selection 
and nutrient intake was true for Factor 5, Nutrition Is 
Important, with a positive relationship for potassium and 
ascorbic acid, number of meals in three days, and four food 
groups. This finding is consistent with previous research 
in this area ( 2, 3, 56) . These researchers also found that 
attitudes toward the importance of food and nutrition were 
positively related to food- and nutrition-related behavior. 
Although Factor 4, Worry About Nutrition , was found to be 
unrelated to food selection and nutrient intake , some 
support for the hypothesis that attitudes toward the 
importance of food and nutrition are positively related to 
food selection and nutrient intake was found . 
Hypo the s i s 3 
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The hypothesis that nutrition knowledge is related to 
food selection and nutrient intake was supported . Although 
the only relationship with nutrient intakes was a positive 
relationship between ascorbic acid intake and nutrition 
knowledge , when nutrients per 1 , 0 00  calories were 
considered , relationships were found with nutrition 
k�owledge and the consumption of protein , carbohydrate , 
potassium ,  and ascorbic acid . Thus , food and nutrition 
knowledge was found to be positively related to consumption . 
Other researchers have found inconsistent relationships 
between nutrition knowledge and food- and nutrition-related 
behavior . Although some researchers have found few 
relationships between knowledge and practice ( 3 , 6 7 , 6 8 ) , 
others have found that relationships existed ( 6 1 ,  6 3 ) .  
Therefore , the fact that this research indicated 
relationships between nutrition knowledge and food- and 
nutrition- related behavior is consistent with the findings 
of some previous researchers .  
Hypo the s i s  4 
The hypothesis that health habits are positively 
related to food selection and nutrient intake was supported 
in some areas . Use of seat belts was related to ascorbic 
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acid intake and to protein intake on a per 1 , 0 00  calorie 
basis in the direction that would indicate improved 
nutrition . Being careful was related to the intake of seven 
dietary components ,  RDA score , and energy from meals . 
However , time management was related to increased 
carbohydrate and phosphorus consumption , and ability to 
relax was related to increased sodium consumption . Stress 
management was related to increased protein , sodium , and 
cholesterol on the per 1 , 0 0 0  calorie basis . Thus , health 
habits must be divided for analysis . Being careful in other 
health areas is related to a good dietary pattern . However ,  
successful time and stress management practices are 
negatively related to certain dietary parameters . 
The relationship of care in one area of health to care 
in food- and nutrition-related behavior is consistent with 
findings of previous researchers l l O ) . However ,  there are 
no other published studies that compare time and stress 
management with food- and nutrition-related behavior ; 
therefore , a comparison of this finding with the findings of 
others must wait until others have studied these 
relationships . The four hypotheses of the study were 
supported . Therefore , because relationships of self ­
concept , food and nutrition attitudes , food and nutrition 
knowledge , and health habits to food selection and nutrient 
intake were found , the suggested relationships of these 
variables , as presented in Figure 1 ( page 3 )  are supported . 
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Prediction Equations 
Food selection and nutrient intake can be predicted 
from attitudes toward self , attitudes toward food and nutri ­
tion , nutrition knowledge , and health habits . Four factors 
concerned with se lf-concept ( Super Person , Body Size , Your 
Own Thing , and Traditional ) ,  one factor concerned with 
attitudes toward food and nutrition ( Nutrition I s  Important ) ,  
three factors concerned with health habits ( Caring About 
Others , Stress Management , and Careful ) ,  and nutrition 
knowledge score were found to be components of regress ion 
equations to predict food selection and dietary intake . 
Although some of the equations had low percentages of 
the variability accounted for ( R 2 ) by the regression 
equation , equations for protein , calcium , and iron provide a 
means of a potential predictive method ( Table 1 4 , page 57 ) .  
Because calcium and iron were the nutrients consumed in 
lowest quantities by the women in this study , as well as by 
women in general , the ability to predict intakes of these 
nutrients is an importan� aspect of this study . Prediction 
of food- and nutrition-related behavior from attitudes , 
knowledge , and habits is a unique aspect of this research . 
There are no other studies with which to compare these 
findings . The predictions of food- and nutrition-related 
behavior from attitude , knowledge , and habits needs to be 
researched in greater depth . 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
One hundred fifty-three single employed females between 
the ages of 18 and 35 were participants in this study. 
Participants were contacted through their place of 
employment and represented a variety of occupations. Most 
had incomes between $5, 000 and $15, 000. All participants 
had completed high school or had the general equivalency 
diploma. None had completed a four-year college degree, 
although a number of participants had some college or 
technical school training. The distribution of participants 
was about equal among the categories of living alone, living 
with parents, and living with other relatives or a roommate. 
About one-third of the participants lived in a household 
with children. 
Participants completed a questionnaire requesting 
information about demographic facts, attitudes toward self, 
attitudes toward the importance of food and nutrition, 
nutrition knowledge, and health habits. Each participant 
also completed a three-day food record. Factor analysis of 
the atti tudes toward self, attitudes toward the importance 
of food and nutrition, and health habit variables yielded 
14 meaningful factors. These factors and nutrition 
knowledge were evaluated for relationships with food 
selection and nutrient intake. 
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Participants consumed 73% of the RDA for energy . 
Protein intake was 126% of the RDA , calcium was 61% of the 
RDA , and iron was 54 % of the RDA . Participants ' mean intake 
of phosphorus , vitamin A ,  ascorbic acid , thiamin , 
riboflavin , and niacin was greater than 80% of the RDA for 
each . In agreement with the trend found by others 
( 32 ,  77 , 78) , snacks were the source of about 17% of the 
calories of the participants . 
The women who perceived themselves as leaders , self­
confident , and aggressive had a relatively poor nutritional 
intake as indicated by a negative correlation of Super 
Person and 5 of the 15 dietary components studied , including 
calcium and ascorbic acid . Women who rated themselves as 
doing Your Own Thing also had a relatively poor nutritional 
intake . The women who perceived themselves to have a 
Traditional orientation to life (help others and work hard) 
had a relatively good nutritional intake as indicated by a 
positive correlation of Traditional with nutrient density 
for calcium and iron and number of meals in three days . 
Previous studies also have found that the relationship of 
self-concept to diet depends on the particular aspect of 
self that is studied (8 , 9) . In agreement with the findings 
of previous studies (10) , being careful in other health 
areas was positively related to good dietary patterns . 
However , stress management and time management were 
negatively related and unrelated , respectively , to good 
dietary patterns . 
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The attitude that Nutrition Is Important was found to 
be positively related to high nutrient density of iron , 
ascorbic acid intake , and foods from the four food groups . 
This positive relationship of attitude toward the importance 
of food and nutrition and food consumption is in agreement 
with previous studies ( 3 , 5 6 ) .  In the area of nutrition 
knowledge and food-related behavior , previous studies have 
had conf licting results . Some have indicated that nutrition 
knowledge is  not related to food consumption ( 3 ,  6 7 , 6 8 ) . 
Other studies have shown a relationship ( 6 1 ,  6 3 ) .  In this 
study , nutrition knowledge was found to be related to food 
consumption and nutrient intake . 
Implications for Nutrition Education 
This study indicated that people with a traditional 
orientation to life have a more nutritious food consumption 
pattern than some other groups . The young woman who is  
aggressive , self-conf ident , and a leader ( Super Person ) , the 
young woman who does as she wishes , and the young woman who 
feels that she must deal with stress all tend to pay less 
attention to a healthful selection of foods than the person 
who does not perceive herself to have these characteristics . 
Therefore , there appears to be a need for nutrition 
education efforts aimed at the group of people who perceive 
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themselves as super people , are concerned with stress , or do 
as they wish. 
This study also gives evidence of a need to teach 
nutrition information to increase knowledge, as well as 
stress positive attitudes about the importance of nutrition, 
in nutrition education efforts. The findings that there are 
relationships between health habits and food- and nutrition� 
related behavior also may be used in nutrition education 
efforts. All aspects that may cause a change in behavior 
( 11) need to be used in education efforts when a change in 
behavior is the desired outcome. 
Prediction of food- and nutrition-related behavior from 
attitudes, knowledge, and habits also may be useful in 
nutrition education. If further research verifies the 
findings of this study, educators may be able to aim 
nutrition education efforts toward certain segments of 
society that have been shown to have characteristic 
attitudes, knowledge, and habits. 
Recommendations 
This study dealt only with employed, single, young , 
adult females with limited education living in East 
Tennessee. Generalization of the results to other groups 
should be limited. There is a need for further studies to 
examine the relationship of self-concept to food consumption 
with other groups of people such as males, married people of 
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both genders, those with different educational backgrounds, 
and those who live in areas of the country different from 
that represented in this study. 
There also is a need for further methodology research. 
The relationships of food records to actual dietary intake 
needs more research, as does understanding the relationship 
of records for a specific time period to usual practices. 
Further research also needs to be done on the 
interrelationships of health habits, including the 
relationship of nutritious food choices to other health 
habits. Health habits that are found to be related to poor 
food and nutrition habits may need to be addressed in 
educational efforts, thus making the efforts broader than 
j ust nutrition education, but education for a healthy 
lifestyle. 
There also is a need for further research on the 
usefulness of prediction equations for food- and nutrition­
related behavior. If these equations prove to be useful 
indicators of food- and nutrition-related behavior, 
techniques for using these equations would need to be 
developed. 
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APPENDIX B 
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR YOUNG WOMEN 
A SURVEY OF YOUNG ADULTS 
You have been sel ected to part i c i pate in a su rvey of young adu l ts . The 
purpose  of the survey is to detenni ne food hab i ts  and ident i fy factors 
rel ated to food hab i t s .  Your pa rt i c i pat i on i n  the study i s  important to  
prov i de a rep resentat i ve samp l e  of  young adu l t s .  Pa rt i c i pa t ion in  th i s  stu dy 
i s  vo l untary .  Return of the comp l eted survey fonn i nd i ca tes w i l l i ngness to 
part i c i pa te in the stu dy. Info nnation wi l l  be reported as group  da ta and 
anonymi ty of i nd i v i dual pa rti c i pants wi l l  be ma i ntai ned .  
You wi l l  be asked to answer quest i ons about your habi ts and l i festy l e  and t o  
keep a rec ord o f  your food i ntake for three days . Ins truct ions precede each  
group of  questi ons i n  the survey .  P l ease answer al l quest i ons .  I f  you w i sh  
to comment on  any quest i ons or  to  qua l i fy your answers , feel free to use the 
space i n  the ma rg i ns .  
Part i c i pa t i on i n  thi s s tudy i nvol ves n o  known ri sk .  As a pa rt i c i pant i n  thi s 
study ,  you wi l l  rece i ve a computer  anal ys i s  of your di et .  I f  you have any 
quest i ons rega rdi ng th i s  su rvey, p l ease contact the proj ect d i rectors l i sted 
at the bot tom of th i s  page . 
Thank you for your hel p .  
Proj ect D i rectors : 
Di ane L f bby , Graduate Stude nt 
Jean D .  Sk i nner , Ass i stant  Professor 
Depa rtment of Nutri t i on and Food Sci ences 
Col l ege of Home Economi cs 
The U n i vers i ty of Tennes see .  
Knoxv i l l e ,  TN 37996- 1900 
( 61 5 )  974-5445 
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Part I :  Feel i ngs About Food 
For each of the fol l owi ng statements ,  pl ease i nd i cate whether you strong l y  
agree, agree , d i s agree , or strong ly d i s agree by ci rcl i ng the number wh ich 
best rep resents your feel i ng s  about food .  
1 • I am conce rned about eat ing 
nutri t i ous foods throughout 
t he day .  
2 .  Nutri t i on i s  not so 
i mportant as l ong as I eat 
a l ot of food . 
3 .  I j ust don ' t  have t ime to 
thi nk much about nutri t ion .  
4 .  I feel that as l ong as I 
am ma i nt a i n i ng my weight , 
I don ' t  have to worry 
about nutri t ion . 
5 .  As l ong as the doctor 
doesn ' t  say anythi ng to me 
about nutri t ion , I don ' t  
thi nk I need to worry 
about i t .  
6 .  I feel that i f  I dri nk 
mi l k ,  I don ' t  have to 
worry about nutri t ion . 
7 .  Nutr i t ion i s  important , 
a nd one shou l d  not be 
carel es s about i t .  
8 .  Even i f  I take vi tami ns , 
feel that I shoul d be 
concerned about the foods 
I eat .  
9 .  I feel the foods I eat now 
wi l l  affect my future heal t h .  
1 0. My food has so ma ny vi tami ns 
added that I don ' t  have to 
bot her about nutr i tion . 
(P l ease ci rcle your res ponse ) 
STRONGLY STRONGLY 
AGREE AGREE n ISAGREE D ISAGREE 
4 3 2 
4 3 2 
4 3 2 
4 3 2 
4 3 2 . 1 
4 3 2 
4 3 2 
4 3 2 
4 3 2 
4 3 2 
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For each question i n  thi s sect ion . choose the answer that corresponds  to the 
best (most correct ) of the four response choi ces . Put the l etter of your 
answer choi ce i n  the space bes i de the question numbe r .  
1 1 .  What i s  the best  �ay t o  get al l the nutri ent s you need eve ry day? 
a .  Dri nk l ot s  of mi l k . 
b. Eat d i fferent k i nds of foods .  
c .  Eat l ot s  of meat . 
d .  Take v i tamin  pi l l s . 
1 2 .  Why are fast-food restau rants often cheaper p l aces to eat tha n 
other res tau rant s?  
a .  The i r food is  l ow in  nutri ents and ca l ori es . 
b. They do not have to meet food san i tat ion standa rd s .  
c .  They ha ve very few expenses . 
d .  They usual ly  are l ocated i n  l ow- rent a reas . 
13 .  Whi ch of the fol l owi ng foods conta i ns the most cal ori es ? 
a .  1 cup whol e mi l k  
b .  1 d i nner rol l 
c .  4 ounces of steak 
d .  10  potato ch i p s  
1 4 .  Which of  the fol l owi ng fami l y  members needs the most prote i n ?  
a .  10-year-ol d daughter who tak es ba l let 
b .  1 5-year-ol d son who p l ays footbal l  
c .  3 5-year-ol d mother  who i s  pregnant 
d .  37-year-ol d father who i s  a fa rmer 
1 5 .  If fru i ts are preserved by freezi ng . whi ch of the fol l owi ng 
characteri st ics  usua l l y  is changed? 
a .  Aci d i ty 
b. D i gest i bi l i ty 
c .  Nutr i ent content 
d .  Texture 
16 .  Wh i ch of the fol l owi ng foods i s  the ma i n  i ngredi ent used i n  the 
manufacture of imi tation bacon? 
a .  Corn 
b. Eggs 
c .  Mi l k  
d .  Soybeans 
17 . Joan bought � big box of a new dry cere,1 because it had coupons 
on the box but di d not 1 1  ke  the cereal . What shoul d she do the 
next t ime she wants to try a new cerea l ?  
a .  Buy a cereal she can cook . 
b .  Buy a cereal that l ooks l i ke one she has tri ed before . 
c .  Buy a smal l box of the new cereal . 
d .  llo not buy cereal wi th coupons on the box . 
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18 . Wh ich of the these fast  food meal s wou l d  prov i de the greates t 
var i ety of nutri ents? 
a. Chi cken , mashed potatoes , and rol l .  
b .  Hamburger ,  french fri es , and Coke 
c. Hot dog and mi l k  shake 
d .  Sau sage-cheese pi zza and sa l ad 
1 9 .  What i s  the ma i n  reason that peop le  i n  I owa do not eat as much 
fresh seafood as the peopl e  i n  F l qr ida? 
a.  Fresh seafood i s  expens i ve because ft has to be sh ipped long 
di stances . 
b .  Many people i n  I owa catch the i r  own fi sh i n  l ocal l akes . 
c .  Mos t peopl e i n  I owa do not l i ke seafood . 
d .  Pol l uted water i n  I owa has caused a shortage of fi s h .  
2 0 .  A servi ng of whi ch of the fol l owi ng foods contai ns the most i ron? 
a. Cake 
b. Hamburger  
c .  Mi l k  
d .  Pi neapp l e  
2 1 .  What proba b l y  woul d happen f f  peop l e  in  the U .S .  ate more 
vegetabl e protei n and l ess meat? 
a. Meat pri ces wou ld  go up .  
b .  More food woul d be ava i l ab le  to  send to hungry peopl e  i n  
other countri es . 
c .  Peopl e  woul d not be as heal thy .  
d .  There would  not be enough food for an ima ls  i n  the U . S . 
22. Whi ch one of these peop le  wou ld  need the most cal ori es ? 
a .  A baby 
b .  A 6-year-ol d ch i l d  
c .  A 10-yea r-ol d chi l d  
d .  An adul t man 
23 .  What i s  the most l i kely reason that  some young peop l e  do  not eat 
many k i nds of vegetabl es? 
a .  They cannot afford many k i nds . 
b .  They cannot get many k i nds  i n  the grocery store .  
c .  They do  not know how to  cook many k i nds .  
d .  They have not l earned to l i ke many k i nd s .  
2 4 .  Why are n i tr i tes used f n  ham and bacon? 
a .  To add fl avor , fi x col or , and prevent bacteri al growth .  
b .  To improve the v i tamin content . 
c .  To i nc rease the tendernes s of the product and red uce t ime 
requ i red for cook i ng. 
d.  To speed up the curi ng process .  
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25 . What i s  a major reason that young peopl e  choose to eat ca ndy . 
potato ch i p s .  and Cokes even though they know these foods a re not 
the most nutri t ious sn acks?  
a .  The i r  pa rents tel l them to eat these foods .  
b .  These foods a l ways are cheaper than more nutri t ious snac k s .  
c .  These foods are eas i e r to  di gest .  
d .  They l i ke to eat the same foods thei r fri ends do . 
26 . How i mportant i s  it for peop le i n . the U . S. to use v i tam in  and 
m i neral suppl ements? 
a. Essent i al for everyone because the food i s  proces sed hi ghl y 
b .  Necessary to ensure that the d i et conta i ns enough of the B 
vi tami ns 
c. Not necessary if the d i et i s  p l anned very wel l 
d .  Of l i ttl e use because synthet ic  vi tami ns are not effect i ve 
27 . What nutr i t i onal advantage does an ex pens i ve pi ece of steak have 
compared to a cheaper p i ece? 
a .  It probably has l ess  fat than the cheaper p i ece . 
b .  It probab ly  has more protei n than  the cheaper pi ece . 
c .  I t  prr,bably has more v i tami ns a nd  m i neral s than the cheaper 
pi ece . 
d .  It probably has no nutri t i onal advantage over the cheaper 
pi ece . 
28 . Which of the r�l l owi ng foods prov i des energy but not many 
nutri ents? 
a. Carrot st i cks  
b .  Cel ery wi th cheese 
c. Hambu rger 
d .  Kool -Aid 
29 . Three empl oyees compa red what they ate for break fa s t .  Karen had 
a ha rd-cooked egg . tomato j u i ce .  and ce real wi th m i l k .  Lynn had 
a hamburger and a ba nana mi l ks hake .  Pa t had toast and orange 
j u i ce .  Who had nutri t i onal ly  ba l anced breakfast ( s )? 
a .  None of the empl oyees 
b .  Onl y Pat 
c .  Both Ka ren and Lynn 
d .  Al l the empl oyees 
30. Which of these foods shou l d  be cooked before i t  i s  safe to eat ? 
a .  Broccol i 
b. Cabbage 
c .  Egg 
d .  Spi nach 
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3 1 .  There has been heated debate about pos s i b le ba nni ng of an 
add i t i ve cal l ed Add i t i ve A in al l food products . Al though 
Addi t i ve A may be harm ful to huma ns , several grou ps have 
pro.tested the ban .  Whi ch of the fol l ow i ng groups has a l og i cal 
argument rathe r  tha n a sel fi sh i nterest?  
a .  Consume rs that enjoy food prod ucts cont a i n i ng Addi t i ve A 
b. Drug compan i es that manufacture Add i t i ve A and c l a im they 
have found from the i r  research that f t  i s  safe for humans 
c .  Food compan i es that use Add i t i ve A i n  the i r  products 
d .  Med i cal authori t i es that argue that the al ternat i ve may be 
more ha nnful to some peopl e  than Addi t i ve A i s  
32 . What foods are needed by a 3-month-ol d i n fant ? 
a .  B reast mi l k  or fonnul a  only 
b .  Breast mi l k  or fo nnul a and enri ched cereal 
c. Enri ched cereal , pu reed vegetabl es , orange j u i ce ,  a nd mi l k  
d .  Some foods fran each of the Four Food Groups 
13. Why m i ght two foods and nutri t ion  books have di fferent 
f nfonnation on adequacy of nutri ent i ntake of young peopl e? 
a .  The author of one book had more recent i nfonnat fon on food 
hab i t s  of young peop l e .  
b .  The author o f  one book l i k ed young peop le  better .  
c .  The author of one book was known better .  
d .  T�e author of  one book was pa id more for wri t i ng the boo k .  
Use the pac kage label i nfonnat fon o n  the fol l owi ng pa ge to answer 
Quest i on s  34 and 35 .  
34. Which of the fol l owi ng conc l us i ons ·about the product s wou l d  you 
reach fran the i nfonnat fon gi ven on the package l abel ? 
a .  Al l four products are good sources of v i tami n D .  
b .  Al l fou r  product s prov ide the U .S .  ROA for vi tami n C. 
c. P roduct A is better than P roducts B, C,  and D for a person on 
a we i ght- red uct ion di et . 
d. P roduct A i s  better than Products 8, C, and n i n  protei n 
content . 
35 .  Wh ich of the fol l owi ng conc l usi ons about the i ngredi ent s of these 
products is most accurate to reach fran the f nfonnation g i ven on 
the package l a bel ? 
a .  Al l fou r products have more oats  than any other i ngredi ent . 
b. No a rt i fi ci a l p reservat i ves , fl avors , or col ors have been 
used . 
c. The cereal s are 401 sugar .  
d .  The product s natu ral ly cont a i n  many o f  the B v i tami ns . 
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NUTR I T I ON I NFORMAT I ON PER SERV I NG 
SERV I NG S I Z E 
( 1 PACKET) 
SERV I NGS PE R 
CONTA I NER 
REGULAR 
FLAVOR 
( PRODUCT A) 
1 OZ•  
C I NNAMO N 
& S P ICE 
< PRODUCT B> 
1 5/8 OZ•  
ART I F I C I AL MAPLE 
& BROWN SUGAR 
< PRODUCT C> 
1 1/2 OZ• 
2 2 2 
PER 1 oz .  
CEREAL 
PER lf1 oz. 
CEREAL 
PER l}'i oz. 
CEREAL 
AND 1/1 C U P  
P E R  V I TAM I N  D 
1 OZ•  FOR T I F I ED 
CEREAL WHOLE M I L K  
AND 1/J. CUP 
PER V I TAM I N  D PER 
111 OZ• FOR T I F I ED 1!'2 OZ·  
CEREAL WHOLE MILK  CEREAL 
AND 1/,. CUP 
V I TAM I N  D 
FORT I F I ED 
WHOLE M I L K  
CAL O R  I E S  110 190 lRQ 260 170 
PRO TE I N 4 G 8 G 5 G 9 G 5 G 
CARBOHYDRATE 18 G 24 G 35 G 41 G 32 G 
FAT 2 G 6 G 2 G 6 G 2 G 
PERCENTAGE OF u . s. RECOMMENDED DA I LY ALLOWANCES c u . &. RDA ) 
PROTE IN 5 % 15 % 6 % 20 % 6 % 
V I TAM IN A 20 % 20 % 20 % 20 % 20 % 
V I TAM I N C O O O o 
o 
TH I AM INE 20 % 20 % . 20 % 20 % 20 % 
R I BOFLAV IN  10 % 20 % 10 % 20 % 10 % 
N I AC I N  15 % 15 % 15 % 15 % 15 % 
CAL C I UM 10 % 20 % 10 % 20 % 10 % 
I RON 20 % 20 % 20 % 20 % 20 % 
V I TAM IN  D O 10 % 0 10 % 0 
V I TAM IN 86 20 % 20 % 20 % 20 % 20 % 
FOL IC AC I D  20  % 20 % 20 % 20 % 20 % 
PHOSPHORUS 5 % 15 % 5 % 15 % 6 % 
°CONTA I NS LESS THAN 2% OF THE U • � •  RDA FOR TH I S  NUTR I ENT• 
A SERV ING CONTA I NS ABOUT Q . 3  G OF FI BER • 
250 
9 G 
38 G 
6 G 
20 % 
20 % 
0 
20 % 
20 % 
15 % 
20 % 
20 % 
10 % 
20 % 
20 % 
15 % 
AP PLES & 
C I NNAMON 
C PRODUCT 0) 
1 1/4 oz .  
2 
PER l'l'I oz . 
CEREAL 
AND •/,. CUP 
PE R VI TAM I N D 
11-i OZ•  FO RT I F I ED 
CER EAL WHOLE M I L K  
150 
4 G 
28 G 
2 G 
5 % 
20 % 
0 
20 % 
10 % 
15 % 
10 % 
20 % 
0 
20 % 
20 % 
6 % 
230 
8 G 
34 G 
6 G 
15 % 
20 % 
0 
20 % 
20 % 
15 % 
20 % 
20 % 
10 % 
20 % 
20 % 
15 % 
REGULAR FLAVOR I NGRED I ENTS : SPEC I ALLY PROCESSED ROLLED OA TS , SAL T ,  CAL C I UM CARBONA TE 
(A SOURCE OF CALC IUM ) ,  VEGETABLE GUM, CARAMa FLAVOR,  V I TAM IM A PALM I TATE , REDUCED 
I RON , N I AC I NAM I DE ( ONE OF THE B VI TAM I NS )  .. PYR I DOX I NE HY DROCHOLO R I DE ( ONE OF THE B 
V I TAM I N S ) ,  TH I AM I NE MONON I TRATE, ·  R I BOFLAV I N ,  FOL IC AC I D • 
C I NNAMON & SP I CE I NG RED I ENTS :  SPEC IALLY P ROCESSED ROLLED OATS, SUGAR,  SALT, CALC I UM 
CARBONATE ( A  SOURCE OF CALC I UM ) ,  VEGETABLE GUM, C [ NNAMO N ,  NATIJRAL S P I CE FLAVOR I NG ,  
CARAMEL FLAVOR , V I TAM I N  A PALM I TATE , REDUCED I RON , N [ AC INAM I DE ( ONE OF THE B 
V I TAM I NS ) ,  PY R I DOX I NE HYDROCHOLOR I DE ( ONE OF THE B VI TAM I NS ) ,  TH I AM I N E MONON I TRATE ,  
R I BOFLAV I N, FOL IC  AC I D • 
ART I F I C I AL MAPLE & BROWN SUGAR I NGRED I ENTS : SPEC I ALLY PROC ESSED ROLLED OATS,  SUGAR , 
ART I F I C I AL FLAVORS , SAL T,  CALC I UM CARBONATE ( A  SOURCE OF CALC I UM ) , VEGE TABLE GUM , 
V I TAM IN A PALM I TATE, REDUCED I RON, N I AC I NAM I DE ( ONE OF THE B V I TAM I NS ) , PYR I DOX I N E 
HYDROCHOLOR I D E ( ONE OF THE B V I TAM I NS ) ,  TH I AM I NE MONON I TRATE , R I BOFLAV I N ,  FOL I C  AC I D •  
APPLES & C I NNAMON AND ART I F I C I AL APPLE FLAVOR I NGRED I ENTS : S PEC I ALLY PROCES SED ROLLED 
OATS,  SUGAR, DEHYDRATED APPLE FLAKES, SALT, CALC IUM CARBONATE (A  SOURCE OF CALC IUM ) ,  
VEGETABLE GUM , C I NNAMON , ART I F I C IAL FLAVO R ,  V I TAM I N  A PALM I TATE , RED UCED I RON , 
N I AC I NAM I DE ( ONE OF THE B V I TAM I NS ) ,  PYR I DOX I NE HY DROC HOLOR I DE ( ONE OF THE B · 
V I TAM INS ) ,  TH I AM I NE MONON I TRATE ,  R I BOFLAV I N ,  FOL I C  AC I D •  
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Part I I :  Feel i ngs  About Yoursel f 
Eval uate yoursel f on each of the fol l ow i ng descri pti ve adj ect i ves . Remembe r 
that thi s f s  how you see yoursel f .  If  you fi nd i t  di ffi c u l t  to rate 
yoursel f on an adject i ve because you do not ord i na ri ly thi nk of you rsel f i n  
those terms , ci rcl e  the X a t  the fa r ri ght of that adj ect i ve .  Cons f der four  
( 4 )  to be the average for most young peop l e .  P l ease ci rc le  the number you 
th ink  appropri ate for y�ursel f . 
{Pl ease ci rcle your response ) 
I no NOT ORO I NAR I LY 
TH I NK  OF MYSEL F I N  
TERMS OF TH I S  
ADJECTI VES t{)ST AVERAGE LEAST · ADJECTI VE 
36. Intel l 1 gent 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 X 
37. Sel f-confi dent 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 X 
38 . Sel ff sh  7 6 5 4 3 2 1 X 
39. Matu re 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 X 
40. Phys i ca l ly  
att racti ve 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 X 
4 1 .  Leader 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 X 
42 . Fr iendly  7 6 5 4 3 2 1 X 
43. Aggressi ve 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 X 
44 . Honest 7 6 5 4 3 2 X 
45 . Cooperati ve 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 X 
46. Tal kati ve 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 X 
47 . Fool i sh 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 X 
The fol l owi ng are four  th i ngs peopl e  somet i mes say about di scove ri ng who they 
rea l ly are .  For each p l ease i nd i cate whether you strongly agree , agree , 
di sa gree , or strong ly  di sagree by ci rc l i ng the number i n  the appropri ate 
col umn . 
48. The way to fi nd out who you 
real ly  are i s  to work hard 
at a di ffi cu lt  and 
chal l eng i ng task . 
49 . The way to fi nd out who you 
real l y  are is to hel p someone 
who needs your ass i stance. 
50. The way to fi nd out who you 
real l y  are is to forget dut i es 
and i nh i b i t i ons and do j ust 
whatever you feel l i k e doi ng . 
5 1 .  The way to fi nd out who you 
real ly  are i s  to tel l your 
deepest feel i ngs to someone 
you trust . 
{Please c1 rcle your response ) 
STRONGLY STRONGLY 
AGREE AGREE n ISAGREE  D ISAGREE 
4 3 2 
4 3 2 1 
4 3 2 
4 3 2 1 
The fol l ow i ng a re reported ways of di scoveri ng who you real ly are .  For each 
p l ease ci rcl e the number  in t he appropri ate col umn to i nd i cate whether  your 
feel i ngs i n  that s i tuat ion probably woul d be to strongly agree , agree , 
d i sagree , or strongl y  d i sagree . 
52.  I fel t my true sel f when one of my 
fri ends was badly hurt and I was 
the onl y one that wa� around at 
that t ime .  She had be�n hit with 
a baseba l l  bat and I di d i t .  I 
threw down the bat and ran over to 
her .  One of her teeth was on the 
ground and bl ood was comi ng out 
of he r mouth .  I fel t hel p less  but 
I took her i n  the house and fi xed 
her up real l y  good • • • •  By 
hel p i ng th i s  gi rl , I fel t l i ke 
my true sel f .  
{ Please c1 rc le your response ) 
STRONGLY STRONGLY 
AGREE AGR EE D ISAGREE D ISAGREE 
4 3 2 
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{Please ci rcle your response ) 
STRONGLY STRONGLY 
AGREE AGREE D ISAGREE D ISAGREE 
53. La st weekend I went sk i i ng wi th 
the ski team ( 35 peop l e ) . As 
u sual I became sk i team cook . To 
cook for 35 peop le  and ski al l day 
wa s a has s l e .  But that ' s  me • • • •  
I therefore did both and tri ed to 
set i t  up as an accompl i shment of 
the imposs i b l e . I thus competed 
wi th the odds that were aga i ns t  my 
favor--hence , I cou l dn ' t  l ose. 
Somet imes I hate mysel f for i t ,  
but I l ove to be busy and hate 
to be bored . 4 3 2 1 
54. The t imes I feel most real are 
when I refuse to accept or go 
al ong w i th the da i l y  gr i nd .  For 
examp l e ,  l ast week I cut a day of 
work ( someth ing rarel y done )  and 
went to the mounta i ns a l one j ust 
to do someth i ng I l i k e .  After the 
i n i t i a l soci ety- imposed gui l t ,  I 
fel t fantast ic  and un restra i ned--
not ever cons ideri ng that  I must 
go bac k • • • not whether I di d 
ri ght or wrong but whether I d i d  
what I fel t or not . 4 3 2 1 
55. I fel t my true sel f was expres sed 
when I was l i v i ng on a k i bbutz.  
The peop l e  the re were I srael i and 
Ameri can --and s i nce I was 
Austral i an ,  they took me for what 
I was in that s i tuati on--and so 
they accepted me for what I was , 
and so those i nh i b i t i ons that I 
may have no l onger ex i sted ; I fel t 
that I wou l d  say to peopl e--th i s  
i s  me--no facade-- 1  was ab le  to 
project mysel f as a fu l l  human 
bei ng- - I  fel t a feel i ng of 
bel ong i ngnes s ,  a l so the feel i ng 
that  I no l onger had to confonn to 
peopl e ' s  and groups ' i deal s --there 
wa s no stereotypi ng of peop l e .  4 3 . 2 1 
(Please ci rcle your res ponse ) 
STRONGLY STRONGLY 
AGREE AGREE D ISAGREE D ISAGREE 
56.  Wel l ,  one morn i ng the doorbel l 
rang and when I answered it an ol d 
man accused my brother and me of 
havi ng thrown bottl es i nto a 
convent beh i nd us .  I knew that 
nei ther my brot her nor I had been 
outs i de. So I had a very l ong and 
pol i te di scus s ion wi th thi s man .  
I fel t good bei ng ab l e  to  tal k 
wi th th i s  ma n by mysel f and not 
hav i ng someone el se do i t .  
57 .  My boyfri end got a terri b l e 
headache Saturday ni ght and 
i nstead of goi ng to a pa rty as  
pl anned , I spent my t ime ca ri ng 
for and comforti ng � im. I was 
di sappoi nted but I fe 1 t  vP. ry 
ca ri ng and l ov i ng. I guess I most  
l i ke to  ca re for peopl e  and 
feel Mhuman " when I can hel p 
someone .  
58 .  Feel i ng creat i ve ,  potent , b l ue 
water, angry, qu i et ,  su rfi ng , 
ex pres si ng mysel f freel y, thoughts 
garbl ed ;  c l ear ungarbl ed acti ons 
must be an extens i on of your 
thoughts .  Feel i ngs fl owi ng 
between mi nd and body. No 
hesi tat ion , rest ri cti on .  Up on 
the day-gl ow and ri de serenel y. 
4 
4 
Are you on the bus or off the bus ? 4 
59. I met someone other than my fi ance 
to whom I was very attracted . 
Al though i t  i nvol ved ri sks , I 
entered i nto a rel at ions h i p  that I 
fel t I rea l ly needed . I fel t no 
gu i l t  and have been open about i t  
to anyone concerned about ft  • • • • 
I was honest wi th mysel f in openl y 
express i ng these feel i ngs rather 
than repress i ng them and be i ng 
sorry l ater for al l I ' d  gi ven up. 4 
3 2 
3 2 
3 2 1 
3 2 
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For the next group of questions , please sel ect the answer that most cl osel y 
states your feel i ngs .  Put the l etter of your answer cho i ce f n  the space 
bes i de the question numbe r .  
6 0 .  Sel ect the outl i ne drawi ng that you feel most cl osely resemb les 
your actual body size.  
61 . How do you feel about your  present we ight? 
a. Very sat i s fi ed 
b. Moderately sati sfi ed 
c .  Neut ral ; don ' t  th i nk about i t  
d .  Moderately d i ssat i sf ied 
e .  Very di ssa t i sfi ed 
62 . Are you current l y  tryi ng to control your we ight? 
a .  Yes tryi ng to ga i n  weight 
b. Yes tryi ng to ma i nta i n  we ight 
c .  Yes tryi ng to l ose wei ght 
d. No ; not try i ng to control we ight 
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Pa rt I I I :  Descri b i ng Your li festy le  
For each of  the fol l owi ng i tems , pl �ase i nd i cate how frequently you engage i n  
that behav i or by c i rcl i ng the number i n  the appropri ate co l umn to i nd i cate 
al ways , al most al ways , somet i mes , al most neve r ,  or neve r. 
(Pl ease c1 rc le your response ) 
ALMOST SOME- ALMOST 
AL WAYS ALWAYS TI ME S  NEVER NEVER 
63.  I avoi d smoki ng .  5 4 3 2 1 
64. I do vi go rous exerci ses for 
15-30 mi nutes at l east 3 t imes 
a week { e . g . , runni ng ,  swimmi ng , 
bri sk wa 1 k i ng ) .  5 4 3 2 1 
65. I have a job or do other work 
that I enjoy. 5 4 3 2 
66. I recogn i ze earl y and prepa re 
for events or s i tuati ons 
l i kel y to be stres sfu l  for me . 5 4 3 2 
67.  I have c lose fri ends ,  rel at i ves , 
or others to whom I can tal k about 
persona l matters and ca l l on for 
hel p when needed . 5 4 3 2 
· 68. I parti c i pate in group act i v i t i es 
{ such as chu rch and commun i ty 
organi zat i ons)  or hobb i es that I 
enjoy. 5 4 3 2 
69. I wear a SP.at bel t wh i l e  travel i ng 
short d i stances i n  a car. 5 4 3 2 
70.  I wear a seat bel t  whi le trave l i ng 
l ong di stances i n  a ca r . 5 4 3 2 
7 1 .  I obey traffi c  ru les  a nd  the 
speed l imit when dri v i ng. 5 4 3 2 1 
72. I am ca refu l when us i ng 
potent i al l y harmful produ�t s 
or substances ( such as 
househo l d  cleaners , poi sons , 
and el ectri cal dev i ces ) .  5 4 3 2 1 
73 .  I feel that there is not enough 
t ime to get everyth i ng done. 5 4 3 2 1 
{Pl ease ci rcle your response ) 
ALMOST SOME- ALMOST 
ALWAYS ALWAYS T I ME S  NEVER 
74. I fi nd that I accanpl i s h al l 
that I set out to do. 5 4 3 2 
7 5 .  I take some t ime each day 
j ust for mysel f .  5 4 3 2 
76.  I fi nd i t  easy to rel ax  and 
express my feel i ngs freely.  5 4 3 2 
77 . I get an adequate amount of 
s l eep for my need s .  5 4 3 2 
78. When cook i ng vegetab l es , I 
add sa l t  to the cook i ng water .  5 4 3 2 
79 . I s a l t  my food at the tabl e .  5 4 3 2 
We al so need some demographic i n formation for stat i st i cal purposes . 
P l ease check [ ] the most appropri ate 
80. What i s  your race/ethn ic grou p? 
�eri can I ndi an 
Bl ack 
Hi s pa nic  -
- Ori ental  -
- Whi te 
category for each f tem.  
== Other ( s pec i fy) --------------
81 . What f �  your gender? 
Fema l e  (Go to i tem 82 . )  =::::::::: Mal e {Go to i tem 83 . )  
82 . I f  fema l e ,  are you pregnant ?  
Yes 
No == Don ' t  know 
NEVER 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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Pl ease check [ ] the most appropri ate category for each i tem . 
83 . What i s  your hi ghest level of educat ion?  
Some h i gh school 
�� H i gh school d i p l oma 
�� General equi va l ency di pl oma 
�� Some col l ege 
�� Associ ate or techn ical degree 
�� Bachel or of Sci ence or Bachel or of · Arts  degree 
�� Some graduate school ====. Graduate degree 
84 . What i s  your approximate total i ncome before taxes for 1984? 
$ 0 - $ 5 ,000 
$ 5 , 001 - $10 ,000 
�� $ 10 ,001 - $ 15 ,000 
�� $15 ,001 - $20 ,000 
�� $20 , 001 - $25 ,000 
�� $25 , 001 - $30 ,000 
�� $30 ,001 - $35 ,000 ===: $35 ,001 or more 
85. How many hours per week do you usua l ly work? 
20 hours or less  
21 - 30  hours 
�� 31  - 40 hours 
�� 41  hou rs or more 
86 . What type of physi cal work does your j ob requi re? 
Ha rd phys i cal work ( e . g . , d i ggi ng p i t s ,  fel l i ng trees ) 
�� Mode rate phys ical work ( e . g . , cu stodi al work , house pa i nt i ng )  
�� Li ght phys i cal work ( e . g . , as sembly work , mach i ne sewi ng , 
�� wal k i ng 2-3 mph) 
Very l i ght phys i cal work ( e . g . , typi ng , general l aboratory 
�� work ) 
87.  What other ad u l t s  are l i v i ng a t  you r res i dence ? 
Li v i ng al one 
�� Li v i ng at pa rent ' s  home 
�� Li vi ng wi th husband/w i fe 
�� Li vi ng wi th hus band/w i fe and other rel at i ves  
�� Li vi ng wi th other rel a t i ves =::::. L i v i ng w i th one or more roonwnates (who a re not rel at i ves )  
88 . Are there chi l dren l i v i ng at your resi dence? 
Yes 
No 
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Pl ease respond to each of the fol l owi ng ques tio ns by wri t i ng your answer i n  
the bl ank prov i ded . 
89. What i s  your age? ___ years 
90. What i s  your he i ght? 
91 .  What is your wei ght? 
ft . i n . --- ---
l bs .  ---
92 . When di d you l a st wei gh? ____ mont h ___ year 
Do you have any add i t i onal connents on the i n fonnation covered in thi s 
quest ionnai re? I f  so , pl ease use thi s space for that purpose . 
THANK YCll FOR TAK I NG THE T iflE TO COMPLETE TH IS QUESTIONNAIRE.  
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Part I V :  Descri b i ng Your Food Cons umpt ion 
Pl ease keep a record of al l foods eaten for three days . P l ease keep your 
records  for a Tuesday , Thu rsday , and a Saturday . no NOT al ter your nonnal 
eati ng pattern for those days . 
Record al l food and beverages consumed . Don ' t  forget the sal ad dres s i ng s ,  
spread s on bread , grav i es , and ot her addi t ions . Ind i cate how the food wa s 
p repared ( e . g . , fr ied ,  baked ) .  For mi xed d i s hes , est imate and record amount s  
o f  the major i ngred i ent s ( e .g ; , vegetab l e-beef soup--1/2 c beef , 1 /4 c 
oni ons , 1/4 c ca rrots , 1/4 c potatoes , 1/8 c peas , 1 T cel ery ;  
hamburger- -Mcnonal d ' s  qua rter-pounder wi th cheese ) .  Read l abel s and l i st the 
l evel s of added nutri ents or other pert i nent i nformat ion .  For foods that 
often mi ght be served in di ffe rent ways , ident i fy how yours was served ( e . g . , 
coffee , bl ack ; wh i te bread , toasted and no spread ; tossed l ettuce sal ad 
wi thout dres s i ng ) .  Greater accuracy res u l t s  if you ca r ry a notepad wi th you 
and record peri od i ca l ly through the day rather than try day- l ong recal l .  
E sti mate as cl osel y as pos si b le  the quant i t i es of food eaten . Use common 
·household measures ( e . g . , 1/2 c ,  2 T ,  1 t ) .  
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Date ------------
f 000 RECORD FORM 
Food and descri pt ion Amount How food 
was prepa red 
1 st  t ime 
food was eaten 
t i me a .m.  p .m .  
pl ace 
2nd t f  me 
food was eaten 
t ime 
pl ace 
a .m .  p .m .  
3rd t ime 
food was eaten 
t ime a .m .  p .m .  
pl ace 
4th t ime 
food was eaten 
t i me 
pl ace 
a .m .  p .m .  
5 t h  t ime 
food was eaten 
t i me a .m .  p.m.  
p l ace 
6th t ime 
food was eaten 
t i me a .m .  p .m .  
p l ace 
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Food and descri ption Amount How food 
was prepared 
7th time 
food was eaten 
t i me 
pl ace 
a .m .  p.m. 
8t h t ime 
food was eaten 
t i me a .m.  p.m.  
pl ace 
9th t ime 
food was eaten 
t i me a .m .  p.m. 
pl ace 
10th t ime 
food was eaten 
t i me a .m .  p .m .  
pl ace 
1 1th t ime 
food was eaten 
t i me a .m .  p.m.  
pl ace 
1 2th t ime 
food was eaten 
t i me a .m.  p .m. 
pl ace 
If you ate more than 12  ti mes use the back of th i s  sheet . 
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Da te ------------
FOOD RECORD FORM 
F�od and descri pt ion  Amount How food 
was prepared 
1st  t i me 
food was eaten 
t i me a .m .  p.m.  
pl ace 
2nd t i me 
food was eaten 
t i me a .m.  p.m.  
pl ace 
3rd t i me 
food was eaten 
t i me a .m .  p.m.  
pl ace 
4th t ime 
food was eaten 
t i me a .m .  p.m. 
pl ace 
5th t ime 
food was eaten 
t i me a .m.  p.m.  
pl ace 
6th t ime 
food was eaten 
t i me a .m .  p.m .  -
pl ace 
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Food and descri pt ion Amount How food 
was prepared 
7th t ime 
food was eaten 
t i me a .m .  p .m .  
p l ace 
8th t ime 
food was eaten 
t ime a .m .  p .m .  
pl ace 
9th t ime 
food was eaten 
t ime a .m .  p .m .  
pl ace 
10th t ime 
food was eaten 
t ime a .m .  p.m. 
pl ace 
1 1th t ime 
food was eaten 
t i me a .m .  p .m .  
p l ace 
1 2th t ime 
food was eaten 
t ime a .m .  p.m.  
pl ace 
If you ate more than 12 t imes use the back of th i s  sheet . 
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Date ------------
FOOO RECORD FORM 
Food and descri pt ion Amount How food 
was prepa red 
1st t ime 
food was eaten 
t ; me a .m .  p.m. 
pl ace 
2nd t ime 
food was eaten 
t i me 
pl ace 
a .m .  p.m. 
'• 
3rd t ime 
food was eaten 
t i me a .m.  p .m. 
pl ace 
4th t ime 
food was eaten 
t ime 
pl ace 
a .m.  p .m. 
5t h t ime 
food was eaten 
t ime a .m .  p .m.  
pl ace 
6t h t;me 
food was eaten 
t ;me a .m .  p .m.  
pl ace 
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Food and descri pt ion Amount How food 
was prep a red 
7th t i me 
food was eaten 
t i me 
pl ace 
a .m .  p .m.  
8th t ime 
food was eaten 
t i me 
pl ace 
a .m. p .m .  
9th t ime 
food was eaten 
t i me 
pl ace 
a .m.  p .m .  
10th t ime 
food was eaten 
t i me a .m.  p.m.  
p l ace 
1 1th t i me 
food was eaten 
t ime a .m.  p.m.  
pl ace 
1 2th t ime 
food was eaten 
t i me a .m .  p.m. 
pl ace 
If you ate more than 1 2  t i mes use the back of th is  sheet . 
APPENDIX C 
POSITIVE RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS ANSWERED 
BY YOUNG WOMEN 
Tabla 1 5 .  Positive Responses to Questions Answered by Young Women ,
4 
QI 
01 
RQ2 
RQ3 
RQ4 
ROS 
RQ6 
07 
08 
09 
RQlO  
Attitude 
Scale 
I Positive 
Response 
80 . 4  
9 8 . 0  
6 1 .  4 
9 1 . 5  
8 8 . 2  
9 8 . 7  
9 6 .  7 
9 3 . 5  
94 . 1  
95 . 4  
32 . 1 2 .:t 3 . 57c 
10-40d 
. 7 9e 
4N • 1 5 3 �  
bSee Appendix B .  
<=x !, SD . 
dPossible score . 
Of  
Qll  
12  
1 3  
1 4  
1 5  
1 6  
1 7  
1 8  
1 9  
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32  
33 
34 
35  
Knowledge 
Test 
I Correct 
7 9 . 7  
54 . 2  
30 . 7  
7 1 . 2  
4 3 . 1 
9 1 . 5  
8 8 . 9  
6 6 .  7 
8 1 . 0  
34 . 0  
1 4 . 4  
40 . 5  
94 . l  
46 . 4  
55 . 6  
6 4 . 0  
4 2 . 5  
7 1 . 2  
4 4 . 4  
6 1 . 4  
63 . 4  
24 . 2  
9 4 . 8  
73 . 9  
4 9 . 0  
1 4 . 8 1 !. 3 . 6 1 
0-25 
eReliabities by Cronbach ' s  alpha : 
n • number of variables 
r • mean multiple correlation 
Of 
036 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42  
43  
44  
45  
46 
47 
Se lf-Image 
Scale 
' 
> Average 
5 8 . 2  
43 . 8  
22 . 9  
73 . 2  
4 1 . 8  
36 . 6  
7 9 . 1  
4 3 .  l 
8 1 .  7 
80 . 4  
55 . 6  
24 . 8  
56 . 68 !. 9 . 04 
0-8 4  
• 7 4  
n r  
i + (n - l) r .  
Success 
Orientation 
Scale 
I Positive 
QI Response 
---
048  6 8 . 0  
4 9  66 . 0  
52  51 .  6 
5 3  54 . 2  
56  90 . 9  
57  8 8 . 9  
1 6 . 9 6  !. 2 . 28 
6-24 
. 5 2  
Pleasure 
Orientation 
Scale 
I Positive 
Of  Response 
050 20 . 9  
5 1  37 . 9  
54  5 4 . 9  
55 74 . 5  
58 30 . l  
59  5 8 . 2  
1 4 . 5 9 !. 2 . 6 4  
6-24 
. 5 3  
O f  
063 
64  
65  
66 
67  
6 8  
6 9  
70  
7 1  
72  
R073  
074  
7 5  
76  
77 
Health 
Habits 
Scale 
I Positive 
Response 
64 . 1  
27 . 5  
8 1 . 0  
3 9 . 9 
78 . 4  
52 . 9  
3 2 . 7 
45 . 1  
75 . 2  
86 . 3  
5 2 . l  
50 . 3  
4 1 . 1  
38 . 6  
54 . 2  
5 1 . 9 8  !. 7 . 04 
15-75 
. 6 8 
Body 
Size 
Scale 
I Overweight , 
Dissatisfied , 
Trying to 
QI Lose Weight 
060 32 . 7  
6 1  4 8 . 4  
62 57 . 9  
8 . 4 2 !. 2 . 8  
3- 12  
• 77 
Dse of 
Salt  
Scale 
I Do Not 
Of Use 
R07 8  3 3 . 3 
RQ7 9 34 . 6  
5 . 92 .! 2 . 3 6 
2-8 
• 73 
t-J 
t-J 
t-J 
APPENDIX D 
CATEGORIES USED FOR ANALYSIS BY TYPES OF FOOD 
FOR YOUNG WOMEN 
CATEGORIES USED FOR ANALYSIS BY TYPES OF FOOD 
FOR YOUNG WOMEN* 
Foods 
Hard cheese 
Soft cheese 
Cottage cheese 
Yogurt 
Ice cream 
Milk shake 
Ice cream bar 
Meat, poultry, fish 
Eggs 
Milk Products 
Serving sizes 
1 serving > 1/2 oz and < 1 1/2 oz 
1 serving > 1 oz and < 2 oz 
1 serving > 1/2 c and < 1 1/2 c 
1 serving > 1/2 c and < 1 1/2 c 
1 serving > 1 /2 c and < 1 1 /2  c 
1 serving > 1/2 c and < 1 1/2 c 
1 serving > 1 and < 3 
Meat Products 
1 serving > 1 oz and < 4 oz 
1 serving > 1 and < 3 
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sausage and luncheon meat 1 serving > 1 slice and < 3 slices 
Bacon 
Ribs 
Beans 
Nuts 
Peanut butter 
sunflower seeds 
1 serving > 1 slice and < 4 slices 
1 serving > 4 oz w/bones and 
< 24 oz w/bones 
Legumes 
1 serving > 1 /2 c and < 1 1/2 C 
1 serving > 1 oz and < 3 oz 
1 serving > 1 Tbsp and < 4 Tbsp 
1 serving > 1 oz and < 3 oz 
*Adapted from Hernon, Skinner, Andrews, & Penfield (81) . 
Foods Serving sizes 
Legumes (continued) 
Soy bean curd 
Fried bean curd 
Vegelink 
Raw fruit 
Cooked or canned fruit 
Melons (cantalope, 
honeydew ) 
Any raw vegetables 
Tossed salad 
Alfalfa sprouts 
Cooked 
Corn 
Potatoes 
1 serving > 1 oz and < 4 oz 
1 serving > 1 oz and < 3 oz 
1 serving > 1 and < 3 
Fruits 
1 serving > 1/4 C or 1/2 fruit 
and < 1 C or 2 fruits 
1 serving > 1/4 C and < l C 
1 serving > 1/4 melon and < 
1/2 melon 
Raw Vegetables 
1 serving > 1/4 C and < 1 C 
1 serving > 1/2 C and < 2 C 
1 serving > 1/2 C and < 2 C 
Starchy Vegetables 
1 serving > 1/4 c or 1/2 
vegetable and < 1 C 
or 2 vegetables 
1 serving > 1/4 C or 1/2 
vegetable and < 1 C 
or 2 vegetables 
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French fries 1 serving > 5 fries and < 25  fries 
Cooked 
Non-starchy vegetables 
Tomato sauce 
Other Vegetables 
1 serving > 1/4 c or 1/2 
- vegetable and < 1 c 
or 2 vegetables 
1 serving > 1/2 c and < 1 1/2 c 
Foods Serving sizes 
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Cooked Other Vegetables ( continued ) 
Mixed vegetables 
Loaf bread 
Creakers 
Bread crumbs 
Bagel 
Bran muffin 
Corn fritters 
Pancakes 
Waffles 
Breakfast cereal 
Rice 
Grits 
Wheat germ 
Pasta 
Cookies 
Marshmallows 
Cake 
1 serving > 1/2 c and < 1 1/2 c 
Bread 
1 serving > 1 slice and < 3 slices 
1 serving > 2 crakers and < 
8 crackers 
1 serving > 1/4 c and < 1 c 
1 serving > 1 and < 3 
1 serving > 1 and < 3 
1 serving > 2 and < 8 
1 serving > 2 and < 5 
1 serving > 2 squares and < 
4 squares 
Cereal 
1 serving > 1/2 oz and < 2 oz 
1 serving > 1/2 c and < 2 c 
1 serving > 1/2 C and < 1 1/2 C 
1 serving > 1 Tbsp and < 4 Tbsp 
Pasta 
1 serving > 1/2 C and < 2 C 
Desserts 
1 serving > 2 and < 5 
1 serving > 6 and < 15 
1 serving > 1 slice and < 2 slices 
Foods Serving sizes 
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Desserts ( continued ) 
Pie 
Snack cakes 
Pudding 
Candy bar 
Jello 
Sherbert 
Granola bar 
Chocolate 
Popscile 
candy 
Doughnuts 
Cupcakes 
Potato chips 
Cheese snacks 
Nacho chips 
Popcorn 
All fat levels of milk 
Hot chocolate 
1 serving > 1 slice and < 2 slices 
1 serving > 1 and < 3 
1 serving > 1/2 c and < 1 c 
1 serving > 1/ 2 and < 2 
1 serving > 1/ 2 c and < 2 c 
1 serving > 1/ 2 C and < 2 c 
1 serving > 1 bar and < 3 bars 
1 serving > 1 oz and < 3 oz 
1 serving > 1 and < 3 
1 serving > 1 oz and < 4 oz 
1 serving > 1 and < 3 
1 serving > 1 and < 3 
Salty Snacks 
1 serving > 1 oz and < 3 oz 
1 serving > 1 oz and < 3 oz 
1 serving � 1 oz and < 3 oz 
1 serving > 1 C and < 4 C 
Fluid Milk 
1 serving > 1/4 c and < 2 C 
1 serving > 1/ 2 C and < 2 C 
Fruit and Vegetable Beverages 
Fruit and vegetable 
j uice 
1 serving � 1/4 C and < 10 oz 
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Foods Serving sizes 
Fruit and Vegetable Beverages ( continued) 
Apple cider 1 serving 1. 1/4 c and < 10 oz 
Tea and Coffee 
Tea 1 serving > 1/2 C and < 2 C 
Coffee 1 serving > 1/2 C and < 2 C 
Carbonated Beverages 
Any carbonated 1 serving 1. 1/4 c and < 2 C 
beverages 
Alcoholic Beverages 
Beer 1 serving > 6 oz and < 12 oz 
Mixed drink 1 serving > 6 oz and < 12 oz 
Wine 1 serving > 3 oz and < 6 oz 
Other Beverages 
Tang 1 serving > 1/2 C and < 2 C 
Kool-aid 1 serving > 1/2 C and < 2 C 
Gatorade 1 serving � 1/2 C and < 2 C 
Fats 
Margarine 1 serving > 1 tsp and < 2 Tbsp 
Butter 1 serving > 1 tsp and < 2 Tbsp 
Salad dressing 1 serving > 1 Tbsp and < 3 Tbsp 
Sour cream 1 serving > 1 Tbsp and < 3 Tbsp 
Whipped cream 1 serving > 1 Tbsp and < 3 Tbsp 
Cream 1 serving > 1 tsp and < 3 Tbsp 
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Foods Serving si zes 
Fats (continued) 
Gravy 1 serving > 2 Tbsp and < 5 Tbsp 
Hollandaise sauce 1 serving > 2 Tbsp and < 5 Tbsp 
Sugars 
Table sugar 1 serving > 1 tsp and < 1 Tbsp 
Syrups 1 serving > 1 Tbls and < 4 Tbsp 
Jelly or j ams 1 serving > 1 Tbls and < 3 Tbsp 
Honey 1 serving > 1 Tbsp and < 4 Tbsp 
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COMBINATION FOODS 
� Serving: sizes Food g:rou;e eguivalents 
Tomato soup 1 serving l. 1 C and < 2 C 1 cooked other vegetable 
Chili  w/meat 1 serving l. 1 / 2  C and < 2 C 1 meat 
Chili w/beans 1 serving l. 1 C and < 2 C 1 legume 
Chil i  w/meat and beans 1 serving l. 1 C and < 2 C 1 legume , 1 meat 
Leek soup 1 serving l. 2 C and < 4 C 1 cooked other vegetable 
Vegetable soup 1 serving l. 1 C and < 2 C 1 cooked other vegetable 
Vegetable w/bee f soup 1 serving l. 1 C and < 2 C 1 cooked other vegetable 
and 1 meat 
Chicken noodle soup 1 serving l. 1 C and < 2 C 1 meat , 1 pasta 
Cream o f  mushroom 1 serving > 1 C and < 2 C -------
Cream of ch icken (if  prepared w/milk) 1 milk product 
Tuna salad 1 serving l. 1 / 4  C and < 1 1 / 2  C 1 meat 
Pizza 1 serving l. 2 sl ices and < 1 bread , 1 milk product ,  
4 . sl ices 1 meat ( i f  meat is  spec if ied ) 
2 servings l. 1 / 2  pie and < 2 bread , 2 milk product ,  
1 pie 1 meat , 1 cooked other 
vegetable 
Tortillas 1 serving l. 1 and < 3 1 bread 
Spaghetti 1 serving l. 1 C an.d < 2 C 1 pasta , 1 cooked other 
vegetable 
Chicken pot pie 1 serving l. 1 C and < 2 1 / 2  C 1 meat,  1 cookP.d other 
vegetable , 1 bread 
Bee f burritos 1 serving l. 1 and < 3 1 bread , 1 meat 
Tacos 1 serving l. 1 and < 2 1 brP.ad , 1 meat 
Chicken and dumplings 1 serving l. 1 C and < 2 C 1 bread , 1 meat 
Macaroni and cheese 1 serving l. 1 C and < 2 C 1 pasta , 1 milk product 
Bee f stew 1 serving l. 1 C and < 3 C 1 meat , 1 cooked vegetable , 
1 cooked starch vegetable 
APPENDIX E 
COMPOSITION OF FOODS--REVISED HANDBOOK 8 
Number 
8 - 1  
8 - 2  
8 - 3 
8 - 4  
8 - 5  
8 - 6  
8 -7 
8 - 8  
8 - 9  
8 - 1 0  
8 - 1 1 
8 - 1 2 
- COMPOSITION OF FOODS- -REVISED HANDBOOK 8 
Title 
Dairy and Egg Products 
Spices and Herbs 
Baby Foods 
Fats and Oils 
Poultry Products 
Soups , �auces , and Gravies 
Sausage and Luncheon Meats 
Breakfast Cereals 
Fruits and Fruit Juices 
Pork Products 
Vegetables and Vegetable Products 
Nut and Seed Products 
1 9 7 6  
1 9 7 7  
1 9 7 8  
1 9 7 9 
1 9 7 9 
1 9 8 0  
1 9 8 0  
1 9 8 2  
1 9 8 2  
1 9 8 3 
1 9 8 4  
1 9 8 4  
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APPENDIX F 
CORRELATION OF ORIGINAL SCALES WITH FACTORS 
FOR YOUNG WOMEN 
Table 1 6 . Corre lationa of Original Scales with Factors for Young Women .b · 
Origina l 
Scale 
Attitude Toward 
Food & Nutrit ion 
Nutrition 
J<nowledge 
Sel f-Image 
Success  Orientation 
Pleasure Orientation 
Health Habits 
Body S i ze 
Use of  Salt 
8Pearson ' s  r .  
bN = 1 5 3 .  
cFactor names 
1-Super Person 
2-Body S ize 
3-Nice Person 
1 
. 0 1 
- . 1 2 .  
. 6 9 
. oe 
. 10 
. 1 0 
- . 1 1  
- . 0 3 
4-Worry About Nutrition 
d* = p < o . os .  
2 J 4 5 
. 6 7
*d * - . 0 3 . 1 0 . 6 3 
* * 
. 06 - . 0 3* . 1 6  . 2 2 
- . 1 6 . 6 4 . 0 6 . 01 .  
. 08 - . 03 . 06 . 26 
- . 07 -·. 1 0  - : 0 3  - . 0 1 .  
- . 0 2. . 0 2 . 07 . 25 
. 9 7 . 0 3 - . 0 2 . 0 1 
- . 0 7 . o s . 0 9 . 0 2 
5-Nutrition is  Important 
6-Seat Be lts 
7-Your Own Thing 
8-Don ' t  Use Salt 
6 
. 08 
* 
. 2 3 
. 0 1 
- . 06 
. o o.  
. 59 
. oo .  
. 1 7 
Factor 
7 8 9 
- . 0 6 . O J . 0 1 
- . 0 1  . 0 9 . 0 1 
. 0 1 .  - . 0 3 . o e.  
. 1 1 .  . 0 6 . 3 2 
. 8 4  . 1 3 . 1 0.  
- . 0 2 . 1 0 . 2 6 
- . oe - . 0 1 .  . 0 1 
. 0 3 . 9 5 . 0 1 
9-Caring About Others 
1 0-Stress  Management 
1 1 -Relax 
1 2-Trad itional 
1 0  1 1  1 2  1 3  
. 07 - . os . 07 . O J 
- . 0 3 . 0 1 . 0 8 - . 1 2 
. 0 6 . 0 4 . 0 4 .  - . 0 3 
. 0 4 . o e . 6 3 . 1 6 
. 0 9* - . o 3 .  - . o s.  . 0 2 .  
. 3 9 . 4 5 . 1 7 . 2 4 
. 0 4 - . OS - . 0 2 . 0 1 
- . 0 2 - . 0 4 . 0 2 . oo 
1 3-Careful 
1 4 -Time Management. 
1 4  
- . 06 
* 
. 1 9 
. O B 
- . OS 
- . 09 * 
. 3 1 
- . 09 
- . 0 2 
� N w 
APPENDIX G 
COMPONENTS FOR PREDICTION OF NUTRIENT INTAKE AND 
FOOD CONSUMPTION VARIABLES FOR YOUNG WOMEN 
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Table 17. Components for Prediction of Nutrient Intake and 
Food Consumption Variables for· Young Women. 
Item Predicted Constants + SE Components 
Protein ( gm )  + 11.43 + 5. 45 
+ 0.04 + 0. 00 Calories a 
+ 3.53 + 1. 2 2  Factor 10 -
0.75 + 0.29 Knowledge 
Calcium (mg) + 487.2 2 + 19.19 
57.69 + 21.04 Factor 1 
41.02 + 20.54 Factor 2 
Calcium (mg) 14.67 + 36 •. 85 
+ 0.34 + 0.03 Calories 
36.73 + 14.81 Factor 1 
+ 40.11 + 15.67 Factor 12 
Iron (mg) + 9.71 + 0.29 
0.8 2 + 0.35 Factor 7 
+ 0.76 + 0.35 Factor 13 
Iron (mg) + 1. 2 2  + 0.59 
+ 0.01 + 0.00 Calories 
+ 0.55 + 0.2 2  Factor 5 
0.49 + 0.2 2  Factor 7 
+ 0.45 + 0.2 2  Factor 9 
Ascorbic Acid (mg) + 16.45 + 14.8 2 
11. 50 + ,.91 Factor 1 
+ 2.79 + 0.99 Knowledge 
Ascorbic At:id (mg) + 26.13 + 17.36 -
+ 0.03 + 0.01 Calories 
0.97 + 0.36 Factor 1 
+ 7. 8 8  + 3.8 2  Factor 5 
+ 2.39 + 0.95 Knowledge 
RDA Score + 15.41 + 0.34 
0.84 + 0.37 Factor 1 
+ 0.93 + 0.40 Factor 13 
% Energy from + 6.72 + 5.01 
Snacks 2.5 2 + 1. 24 Factor 2 
3.06 + 1. 39 Factor 5 
+ 0.69 + 0.33 Knowledge 
Table 17. Continued 
Item Predicted Constants + SE Components 
Energy from 
Meals { Cal ) 
Number of Meals 
a 
Factor Names 
1-Super Person 
2 -Body Size 
+ 1215. 52 
89. 3 7  
+ 116. 2 5  
+ 7. 07 
0. 4 3  
+ 0. 36 
+ 0. 39 
5 -Nutrition is Important 
7 -Your own Thing 
+ -
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ -
+ 
3 4. 61 
40. 85 Factor 7 
40. 89 Factor 13 
0. 13 Factor 1 
0. 14 Factor 5 
0. 15 Factor 12 
0. 15 
9-Caring About Others 
10-Stress Management 
12-Traditional 
13 -Careful. 
126 
127 
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